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MARKET POTENTIAL FOR COALS OF THE ILLINOIS BASIN
Ramesh Malhotra
1
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linois State Geological Survey
INTRODUCTION
The demand for coal, one of the principal United States energy
sources, is expected to increase. According to the Federal Energy Admini-
stration forecast, in 1985 the demand for coal in the United States may
amount to 1.0 billion tons (Federal Energy Administration, 1977). Because
the areas where coal demand is projected to increase substantially in the
near future lie close to the Illinois Basin, which includes all the coal
resources in the entire states of Illinois and Indiana and in the western
part of Kentucky, this increased use of coal is bound to influence the
development of coal resources in the Illinois Basin.
In this study the markets presently being served by the coals from
the Illinois Basin are examined, and changes in the distribution patterns for
the past decade are discussed. Also, in this study the projected increase in
demand for coal through 1985 is examined in detail, and the market potentials
this increase in demand is likely to create for Illinois Basin coals are
evaluated.
Presently Director of Market Planning, Freeman United Coal Mining Company,
300 West Washington St., Chicago, IL 60060.
THE ILLINOIS BASIN
The areal extent of the Pennsylvanian Strata in which coal resources
of the Illinois Basin are found is shown in figure 1. Within the Pennsylvanian
rocks, 75 or more individual coal seams have been identified, of which 20 or
more have been mined at least locally. Several of these coal seams are currently
being mined while others offer future mining potentials. In general, coals in
the Illinois Basin become deeper from outcrop lines toward the central part of
the basin in Wayne County, Illinois. Surface mining in the basin is largely
concentrated around the periphery in areas where the major minable coal seams
are exposed at or near the surface.
In-the-ground coal resources (table 1) of the Illinois Basin have
been estimated by the U.S. Geological Survey to be 365 billion tons, which in-
cludes 150 billion tons hypothetical resources. Coal resources identified by
geological methods and included in the defined categories of measured, indicated,
and inferred resources as defined by the U.S. Geological Survey (Averitt, 1975)
are estimated to be 215 billion tons. Of the total 215 billion tons the
U.S. Bureau of Mines (Thomson and York, 1975) has classified 89 billion tons
as "demonstrated reserve base." This category includes that portion of the
identified resources which fall in the measured and indicated categories and
meet certain specifications. For example, the specifications for bituminous
coal are 28 or more inches thick and 1,000 feet or less deep.
Distribution of the demonstrated coal reserve base by county in the
Illinois Basin is shown in figure 2. The demonstrated coal reserve base in each
of 34 counties has been estimated to exceed 1 billion tons. For five counties
(Sangamon, Christian, Montgomery, Macoupin, and Franklin) all in Illinois,
demonstrated coal reserve base has been estimated to exceed 3 billion tons.
Of these five counties, four which are contiguous jointly possess over 14 bil-
lion tons of coal. As shown, a large concentration of demonstrated coal re-
serve base lies in the southern and southwestern parts of the Illinois Basin
near the Mississippi and Ohio Rivers.
Shown in table 2 by seam is the distribution of the demonstrated
coal reserve base of the U.S. Bureau of Mines. In Illinois, over 93 percent
of the state's total demonstrated coal reserve base is found in four coal seams:
Danville (No. 7), Herrin (No. 6), Springfield-Harrisburg (No. 5), and Colchester
(No. 2). The Herrin (No. 6) Coal and Springfield-Harrisburg (No. 5) Coal
jointly account for 77.2 percent of the state's total demonstrated coal reserve
base. In Indiana five coal seams—Danville (VII), Hymera (VI), Springfield (V),
Survant (IV), and Seelyville (III)—account for 94 percent of the state's
demonstrated reserve base. Over 40 percent of Indiana's total demonstrated
reserve base lies in the Springfield (V) coal seam. Over 80 percent of the
total demonstrated reserve base for the Western Kentucky region lies in three
coal seams: No. 12, No. 11, and No. 9. No. 9 alone accounts for 62 percent of
Fig. 1 - Areal extent of Pennsylvanian Strata in which coal resources of
the Illinois Basin are found. (Source: Illinois State Geological
Survey.
)
the total estimated demonstrated coal reserve base in western Kentucky. The
stratigraphic correlation of coal seams found in the Illinois Basin is shown
in table 3.
Not all the coal included in the demonstrated coal reserve base is
recoverable. The amount of recoverable coal depends upon many factors, in-
cluding thickness of coal seam, depth, mining conditions, method of mining
used, quality of coal, available technology, federal and state regulation
limiting mining, market conditions, and others. To estimate the amount of
coal that can be regarded as recoverable, under present and near-future
economic conditions, the following approach was used. For underground, it is
estimated that at least 60 percent of the total coal in the ground will be
lost due to coal left in the mine as barrier pillars; around oil and gas wells;
between mines; under towns, highways, reservoirs; or elsewhere in the mine
where extraction of coal is not economically feasible or is considered hazardous.
In other words no more than 40 percent of the estimated demonstrated coal re-
serve base is actually recoverable. In surface mining, as much as 90 percent
of the total coal in-the-ground from a given coal bed can normally be recovered.
On a regional level, adjustments must be made for coal in the ground that will
be lost because it underlies towns, railroads, highways, streams, and reser-
voirs or occurs in areas where topography or economics does not favor total
recovery of all the coal in a seam. We estimate that once the adjustments
to
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for these factors are made on a regional
level , no more than 50 percent of the total
coal included in the demonstrated reserve
base category can be practically recovered.
On the basis of these recovery factors
we estimate that of the total 89 billion tons
of demonstrated reserve base estimated by the
U.S. Bureau of Mines for the Illinois Basin,
only 37.3 billion tons (28.4 billion tons
minable by underground mining and 8.9 billion
tons by surface mining) can be regarded as
recoverable with available technology and
current methods of mining (table 1). Even
at this reduced level, the recoverable re-
serves still amount to 260 times the present
level of production. Thus, if there is a
demand for Illinois Basin coals, there are
sufficient coal reserves to meet future needs.
Even though there are large amounts of
recoverable coal reserves in the Illinois
Basin, only very small percentages of the
total are estimated to be low in sulfur. The
U.S. Bureau of Mines (Thomson and York, 1975)
reported that 77 billion tons or more than
85 percent of the total demonstrated coal re-
serves contain 3 or more percent sulfur
(figure 3). About 3 billion tons, or 3 per-
cent of the total, are estimated to contain
less than 1 percent sulfur. To meet the
emission standard of 1.2 pounds of sulfur di-
oxide per million Btu of heat input as
established for new plants, the coals from
the Illinois Basin, assuming an average
12,000 Btu/ lb, will have to have less than
0.8 percent sulfur. Because very limited
amounts of low sulfur coal reserves are
available from the Illinois Basin, the future
use of Illinois Basin coals depends to a large
extent upon the demand for high sulfur coal.
50
1 I I 31
100 Miles
Fig. 2 - By county, distribution of demonstrated coal reserve base in the
Illinois Basin. (Source of data: Thomson and York, 1975.
J
TABLE 2 - DISTRIBUTION OF DEMONSTRATED COAL RESERVE BASE
BY SEAM IN THE ILLINOIS BASIN
Estimated3
~ , •
b
Productionreserve base
Principal U.S.B.M. Percent total 1974 Percent total
coal seam (million tons) reserve base (thousand tons) coal produced
ILLINOIS
Danville (No. 7) 4,176 6.4 70 0.2
Jamestown 234 0.3 — —
Herrin (No. 6) 36,498 55.6 45,137 77.7
Springfield-Harrisburg (No. 5) 14,164 21.6 10,521 18.1
Summum (No. 4) 198 0.3 —
—
Colchester (No. 2) 6,505 9.9 895 1.5
Seelyville 855 1.3 — —
DeKoven 954 1.5 425 0.7
Davis 1,211 1.8 425 0.7
Rock Island (No. 1) 639 1.0 — —
Miscellaneous 231 0.3 601 1.1
Total 65,665 100.0
INDIANA
58,074 100.0
Danville (VII) 1,509 14.2 1,321 5.5
Hymera (VI) 1,772 16.7 7,528 31.4
Springfield (V) 4,321 40.6 12,326 51.5
Survant (IV) 782 7.4 — —
Colchester (Ilia) 4 0.0 — —
Seelyville (III) 1,602 15.1 979 4.1
Minshall 178 1.7 —
Upper Block 130 1.2
—
Lower Block 116 1.1 —
"
Mariah Hill 42 0.4 —
Miscellaneous 167 1.6 1,791 7.5
Total 10,623 100.0
W. KENTUCKY
23,945 100.0
224 1.8 —
—
No. 14 164 1.3 542 1.0
No. 13 478 3.8 1,707 3.3
No. 12 999 7.9 7,510 14.4
No. 11 1,413 11.2 11,651 22.3
No. 9 7,784 61.7 29,548 56.5
Miscellaneous 1,562 12.3 1,346 2.5
Total 12,624 100.0 52,304 100.0
Source of data: Thomson and York, 1975.
bSource of data: Annual Reports, Illinois Department of Mines and Minerals, Kentucky
Department of Mines and Minerals, and Indiana Department of Mines and Minerals.
TABLE 3 - STRATIGRAPHIC CORRELATION OF COAL SEAMS IN THE ILLINOIS BASIN3
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Fig. 3 - Distribution of Illinois Basin demonstrated coal reserves, by
sulfur content. (Source of data: Thomson and York, 1975.)
TRENDS IN ILLINOIS BASIN COAL PRODUCTION
According to the U.S. Bureau of Mines, the Illinois Basin produced
141 million tons of coal in 1975 (U.S. Bureau of Mines, 1977). Of this amount
59.5 million tons were produced in Illinois, 56.4 million tons in the western
part of Kentucky, and 25.1 million tons in Indiana. Trends in Illinois Basin
coal production are shown in figure 4. Over the years production from mines
in Illinois has fluctuated considerably. Production from mines in western
Kentucky, however, has been gradually increasing since 1940. The total coal
produced from Indiana has increased in recent years, but Indiana still accounts
for only a small part of the Illinois Basin coal production.
The ten leading coal -producing companies accounting for about 82
percent of the total Illinois Basin coal production are listed in table 4.
Peabody Coal Company, which mined 51.7 million tons of coal in the Illinois
Basin in 1975 to account for 36.6 percent of the total Illinois Basin coal
production, ranked first. AMAX Coal Company, which mined 18.2 million tons of
coal in the Illinois Basin in 1975 to account for 12.9 percent of the total
160-
7.91%
HIGH
GROWTH
PERIOD
WWH
155%
LOW GROWTH
PERIOD
Competition from oil
and gas
4.35%
MEDIUM GROWTH
PERIOD
1975
Year
Fig. 4 - Trends in coal supply from the Illinois Basin, 1930-1975.
[Source: Malhotra and Simon, 1976.)
Illinois Basin coal production, ranked second. Old Ben Coal Company and Con-
solidated Coal Company, accounting for 6.3 and 5.2 percent of the total Illinois
Basin coal in 1975, ranked third and fourth respectively.
Comparison of 1965 production data with 1975 production data shows
that over the years the proportion of the total market shared by Peabody Coal
Company, AMAX Coal Company, Old Ben Coal Company, and Consolidated Coal Company
has increased while portions of the total market controlled by five other
principal coal -producing companies—Freeman United Coal Mining Company, Island
Creek Coal Company, Arch Minerals Corporation, Zeigler Coal Company, and Pitts-
burg § Midway Coal Mining Company—has declined.
In 1975, 59.5 percent of the total coal produced in the Illinois
Basin was surface mined; the rest was underground mined. Distribution of
Illinois Basin coal production by method of mining is given in table 5. As
shown in table 5, even though the percent of total coal produced in the
Illinois Basin by surface mining has not changed substantially, the role of
surface mining in relation to underground mining in Illinois and in western
Kentucky has gradually declined in recent years.
(
TABLE 4 - TOP TEN COAL -PRODUCING COMPANIES IN ILLINOIS BASIN'
Source of data: Keystone Coal Industry Manual, 1976.
TABLE 5 - ILLINOIS BASIN COAL PRODUCTION BY METHOD OF MINING
(THOUSAND SHORT TONS)
1975 1965
Production Percent Production Percent
Company (1000 tons) total (1000 tons) total
ILLINOIS BASIN 141,077 100.0 113,247 100.0
Peabody Coal 51,688 36.6 39,018 34.5
AMAX Coal 18,178 12.9 8,313 7.3
Old Ben Coal 8,891 6.3 5,503 4.9
Consolidation Coal 7,271 5.2 5,354 4.7
Freeman United 6,510 4.6 12,668 11.2
Island Creek 6,250 4.4 7,559 6.7
Arch Mineral 4,943 3.5 5,130 4.5
Zeigler Coal 4,584 3.2 4,468 3.9
Pittsburg Midway 4,027 2.9 6,423 5.7
Monterey Coal 2,867
115,209
2.0
81.7
— —
Total 94,436 83.4
Illinois Indiana
Year Total
West Kentucky Illinois Basin
Percent
surface Total
Percent
surface Total
Percent
surface Total
Percent
surface
1963 51,736 52.7 15,100 72.4 35,716 64.1 102,552 59.6
1964 55,023 54.5 15,075 77.1 37,856 66.5 107,954 61.9
1965 58,483 55.9 15,565 84.9 39,199 65.6 113,247 63.2
1966 63,571 56.8 17,326 71.3 42,190 64.5 123,087 61.5
1967 65,133 57.1 18,772 91.3 46,390 65.3 130,295 64.9
1968 62,441 57.7 18,486 88.3 46,515 61.1 127,442 63.4
1969 64,772 53.5 20,086 89.5 47,446 58.2 132,274 60.7
1970 65,119 50.7 22,263 90.6 52,803 62.7 140,185 61.6
1971 58,402 49.6 21,396 91.8 47,819 66.5 127,617 63.0
1972 65,523 51.6 25,949 94.4 52,330 64.3 143,802 63.9
1973 61,572 47.1 25,253 96.9 53,679 58.4 140,504 60.4
1974 58,216 46.3 23,726 99.4 51,841 55.7 133,783 59.3
1975 59,537 46.5 25,124 99.5 56,356 55.6 141,077 59.5
aSource of data: U.S. Bureau of Mines, Minerals Yearbooks, 1961-1975.
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MARKETS FOR ILLINOIS BASIN COAL
Historically, coal produced from mines in the Illinois Basin has
been used for electric power generation; for industrial applications, in-
cluding process heat, steam, and space heating; for production of coke and
by-products; for heating homes and commercial buildings; and for railroads.
In 1975 over 141 million tons of coal were shipped from mines in the Illinois
Basin (fig 5). Of the total shipped, 124 million tons or 88.4 percent went
to electric utilities, 11 million tons or 7.8 percent to manufacturing and
industrial plants, 4 million tons or 3.1 percent to coke and gas plants, and
the rest, about 1 million tons, was sold to retail dealers. Railroads were
reported to have received some coal in 1975, but for all practical purposes
the railroad market for coal has vanished. In addition, some Illinois Basin
coal is sold each year to mine employees for their own use.
The trends in shipments of coal from mines in the Illinois Basin,
by use, are shown in figure 6. Within the past decade the total coal shipped
from mines in the Illinois Basin increased 11.8 percent, from 125.9 million
tons in 1966 to 140.8 million tons in 1975. Shipments of coal for utility
use have increased 35.3 percent, from 92.0 million tons to 124.5 million tons.
Industrial use of coal has declined 59 percent, from 27.0 million tons in
1966 to 11.0 million tons in 1975. Shipments of coal for retail sale also
have declined from 4.6 million tons in 1966 to only 812,000 tons in 1975.
The amount of coal shipped to coke and gas plants from the Illinois Basin
within the past decade has more than doubled.
In table 6, the changes in markets for coal from the Illinois Basin
are compared to the changes the coal industry as a whole in the past decade.
As compared to a 61.5 percent increase in the total utility coal shipped from
all mines in the United States, the utility coal shipments from mines in the
Illinois Basin have increased by only 35.3 percent. The total United States
shipment of coal to coke and gas plants has declined 8.0 percent in the last
10 years, while the amount of coal shipped from mines in the Illinois Basin
has about doubled. In all other market sectors the decline in shipments of
coal from mines in the Illinois Basin is essentially parallel to, though
relatively more severe than, the decline patterns the United States coal
industry has experienced in the past ten years.
aThe data used in the analysis of Illinois Basin Coal Markets were obtained from
the Mineral Industry Surveys, U.S. Bureau of Mines reports entitled "Bituminous
Coal and Lignite Distribution," published annually.
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RETAIL (0.7%)
INDUSTRIAL & MANUFACTURING PLANTS ^ COKE AND GAS PLANTS
TOTAL SHIPPED - 140 MILLION TONS
Fig. 5 - Use of Illinois Basin coal, 1975.
(Source of data: U.S. Bureau of
Mines, 1975 Annual Issue.)
TABLE 6 - CHANGES IN COAL MARKET PATTERN
(in thousand tons) 3
U.S. Illinois Basin
Market Sector 1966 1975 change 1966 1975 change
Electric Utilities
Coke and Gas Plants
Industrial 5 Manu-
facturing Plants
Retail Dealers
Railroads
Overseas Export
Used at Mine
Totalb
271,616 438,558
100,570 92,497
101,866 53,718 -47.27 27,042
20,664 5,043 -75.60 4,673
1,308 279 -78.67 374
33,527 48,405 +44.38 —
2,098 1,554 -25.93 61
+61.46 91,982 124,481
- 8.02 2,216 4,308
779
2
48
+35.33
+94.40
-59.16
-83.33
-99.47
-21.31
532,366 640,826 +20.37 125,913 140,804 +11.83
aSource of data: U
^Totals may not add
S. Bureau of Mines Annual Issues,
because of stock adjustments.
12
150 -
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so-
so
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Coke and gas plant,
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—
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Fig. 6 - Trends in use of Illinois Basin coals. (Source of data: U.S.
Bureau of Mines, Annual Issues.)
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A REVIEW OF INDIVIDUAL COAL MARKETS
Electric Utilities
Electric utilities are the principal coal market served by coals
from the Illinois Basin. In 1966, of 92 million tons of coal shipped from the
Illinois Basin for utility use, 38 million tons came from western Kentucky,
43 million tons from Illinois, and 11 million tons from Indiana. In 1975 the
utility coal shipments increased to 124.5 million tons, and utility coal
shipped from western Kentucky totaled 53.5 million tons, that from Illinois
totaled 49.3 million tons, and that from Indiana totaled 21.7 million tons.
Over 55 percent of the total coal shipped in 1975 from the Illinois
Basin for utility use was consumed within the three states— Illinois, Indiana,
and Kentucky—where the coal was mined (fig. 7). The out-of-state shipments
included 13.1 million tons to upper midwestern states (Michigan, Wisconsin,
Minnesota, and Iowa), 11.3 million tons to Missouri, 2.0 million tons to Ohio,
and the rest, about 31 million tons or 26 percent of the total utility coal
shipment, to southern and southeastern states (Tennessee, Mississippi, Alabama,
Georgia, Florida, and North Carolina). In 1966, Illinois Basin utility coal
shipments totaled about 92 million tons; about 63 percent of the total was used
by utilities in three states— Illinois, Indiana, and Kentucky. The out-of-
state shipments included 13.3 million tons to upper midwestern states
(Michigan, Wisconsin, Minnesota, and Iowa), 2.9 million tons to Missouri,
1.8 million tons to Ohio, and the rest, 16.2 million tons or 18 percent of
the total utility coal shipments, to southern and southeastern states. The
data show the changes in utility coal shipment patterns for the past decade.
In Missouri and in the southern and southeastern states, the data show that
the use of Illinois Basin coal to generate electricity has increased. During
the same period the use of Illinois Basin coal in the upper midwestern states
and in Illinois, Indiana, and Kentucky, where Illinois Basin coal was mined,
has declined.
The principal reason for the decline in Illinois Basin coal shipments
to upper midwestern states and to Illinois and Indiana utilities is the Clean
Air Act of 1970, which has limited the use of high sulfur coal, especially in
the major metropolitan areas, and thus has created markets for low sulfur
western coals. As shown in figures 8 and 9, in the past 6 years the total
coal used for electric power generation has increased in every state traditionally
served by the Illinois Basin coals. Data in figures 8 and 9 further shows
that during the same period the use of western low sulfur coals has also in-
creased, especially in Minnesota, Iowa, Wisconsin, Illinois, and Indiana, while
the use of Illinois Basin coals has declined. For example, in 1975 over 85 per-
cent of the total coal used by electric utilities in Minnesota came from mines
in the western states as compared to 43 percent in 1970. Other states which
in 1975 received substantial quantities of western coal for electric power
generation include Iowa (41 percent), Illinois (33 percent), Wisconsin (26
percent), Indiana (14 percent), Missouri (6 percent) and Michigan (5 percent).
14
In 1970, almost all the coal used for electric power generation in these states
was obtained from mines in the Illinois Basin. The development and widespread
application of flue gas desulfurization technology is expected to help Illinois
Basin coals recover some of the markets that have been lost to low sulfur
western coals. However, in the upper midwestern states (Michigan, Wisconsin,
Iowa, and Minnesota) it appears that, despite the availability of desulfurization
technology, the use of Illinois Basin coal is likely to continue to decline
as additional low-cost western coals become available.
Several explanations can be advanced as to what led to the increased
use of Illinois Basin coal in the southern and southeastern states. The in-
creased demand for utility coal in the southern and southeastern states and
limited availability of coal from the central and southern Appalachian regions
(U.S. Bureau of Mines Districts 7, 8, and 13), which traditionally supplied
utilities in the southern and southeastern states, is probably the most
140 -i
South and
southeastern
states
Upper
midwest
Missouri
Illinois,
Indiana and
Kentucky
Fig. 7 - Trends in Illinois Basin utility coal shipments,
data: U.S. Bureau of Mines, Annual Issues.)
(Source of
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important factor that created the market for Illinois Basin coal in the southern
and southeastern states. From 1970 to 1975, utility coal requirements in the
southern and southeastern states increased 29 percent, from 68 million tons in
1970 to 88 million tons in 1975, at an average annual growth rate of 5.63 per-
cent per year. To supply this increase in utility coal demand, shipments of
utility coal from the Appalachian districts increased at an average annual
growth rate of 3.93 percent. In 1975 the actual tonnage shipped from the
Appalachian districts (7, 8, and 13) to utilities in southern and southeastern
states totaled 57.1 million tons, about 10 million tons more than the amount
shipped in 1970 (fig. 10), but this amount was 31 million tons short of the
total coal needed for electric power generation. Limited supply and high
prices of coals available from the Appalachian districts created a marxet for
coals from other regions. The Illinois Basin, the next nearest source
of coal supply, became the most practical source. The demand for coal in the
| Illinois Basin (Dist. 9,10, and 1 1)
91 N Appalachian (Dist 1-6)
B8§1 S.Appalachian (Dist. 7,8, and 13)
i j Western Interior Basin (Dist. 12,14,15)
] Western coal (Dist. 16-23)
6,181 Amount used (thousands of tons)
Source of doto U.S. Bureou of Mines (1970).
Fig. 8 - Coal consumption by electric utilities in selected states in
1970, by source of coal used. (Source: Malhotra and Simon,
1976.)
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southern and southeastern states is projected to continue to increase in the
future, and, consequently, the markets for Illinois Basin coal in the southern
and southeastern states are expected to further increase.
The factors that led to an increased use of Illinois Basin coals in
Missouri are similar to the ones that apply to the southern and southeastern
markets. In Missouri, demand for utility coal has approximately tripled within
the past decade, from 5.9 million tons in 1966 to 17.9 million tons in 1975.
To meet this increased demand for coal, production from mines in Missouri was
expanded. The limited availability of economically minable coal reserves to
a large extent limited the new coal supply to less than 6 million tons.
Illinois Basin coals, because of high labor productivity and proximity to
market, thus became the next best source of coal supply. Coals from the Illinois
Basin are still the most economical source of coal for utilities in Missouri;
inois Basin (Dist 9, 10, and 1 1)
N.Appalachian (Dist. 1-6)
S.Appalachian (Dist. 7,8, and 13)
Western Interior Basin (Dist. 12,14,15)Q Western coal (Dist. 16 -23)
8,782 Amount used (thousands of tons)
Fig. 9 - Coal consumption by electric utilities in selected states in
1975, by source of coal used. (Source: Malhotra and Simon,
1976.)
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SOURCES OF COAL
USED BY ELECTRIC UTILITIES,
SOUTH AND SOUTHEASTERN STATES
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Fig. 10 - Sources of coal used by electric utilities, southern and
southeastern states. (Source of data: U.S. Bureau of Mines,
Annual Issues.)
however, in recent years several utilities have had to ship in low-sulfur,
higher-priced western and Appalachian coals to meet the Clean Air Act standards.
A number of electric utilities receive coal from mines in the Illinois
Basin. Ten major electric utilities which accounted for 68.4 percent of the
total Illinois Basin utility coal shipments are listed in table 7. Tennessee
Valley Authority (TVA) is by far the largest coal consumer of Illinois Basin
coals. In table 8 trends in TVA's coal procurement by state is shown. Of
the total 33.1 million tons of coal received by TVA in 1974, over 78.5 percent
came from mines in the Illinois Basin. Over the years the proportion of the
total coal received by TVA from the Appalachian states including Eastern
Kentucky, Tennessee, and Virginia has declined while the use of Illinois Basin
coals has increased. In 1975 Union Electric Company, the second largest
18
TABLE 7 - MAJOR ELECTRIC UTILITIES USING ILLINOIS BASIN COAL
Coal used in 1975, thousand tons
Electric utility
Tennessee Valley Authority
Union Electric
Commonwealth Edison
Public Service of Indiana
Illinois Power
Indiana Power and Light
Georgia Power
Indiana Kentucky Electric
Central Illinois Public Service
Northern Indiana Public Service
Total
Illinois Basin Illinois Basin
coal used coal as percent
Total useda (estimated) total coal used
43,453 35,000 80.5
10,326 9,334 90.4
16,638 7,644 45.9
7,549 7,507 99.4
6,406 6,238 97.4
4,621 4,605 99.7
14,502 4,084 28.2
4,204 3,997 95.1
3,904 3,904 100.0
4,590 2,883 62.8
116,193 85,196 73.3
aSource: Federal Power Commission, 1976.
customer of Illinois Basin coals, consumed 9.3 million tons of Illinois Basin
coal. In 1970 Commonwealth Edison, formerly the second largest consumer of
Illinois Basin coals, to meet the Clean Air Act standards began shipping in
low-sulfur western coals in place of Illinois Basin coals; Commonwealth Edison
now ranks as the third largest user of coals from the Illinois Basin. Public
Service of Indiana, Indiana Power and Light, Indiana Kentucky Electric, Central
Illinois Public Service Company, and Illinois Power still use over 95 percent
of the total coal obtained from mines in the Illinois Basin. In recent years
these utilities have also shipped in some low-sulfur western coals to meet
1970 Clean Air Act standards.
The average prices paid by utilities for coal from selected regions
are compared in table 9. The data show that, in all the states where Illinois
Basin coals are currently being used, the prices utilities pay for these coals
are among the lowest except in Wisconsin, Iowa, and Minnesota, where the de-
livered price of coals from western states in 1975 was from 10 to 20 cents per
million Btu cheaper than that of Illinois Basin coals. This price difference
suggests that even if desulfurization technology does become available by 1985
in the upper midwestern states, Illinois Basin coals will face a severe compe-
tition from western coals. To regain these markets coal mine productivity
will have to be substantially improved in order to lower the cost of production,
19
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The second largest market served
by Illinois Basin coals is coal shipped
to industrial and manufacturing plants
for producing heat and steam and for
space heating. Trends in shipment of
coal for industrial use are shown in
figure 11. Within the past decade the
industrial market for Illinois Basin
coals has declined almost 60 percent,
frjm 27 million tons in 1960 to about
11 million tons in 1975. Expanded use
of natural gas by manufacturing and in-
dustrial plants is the principal factor
responsible for the increase in the use
of natural gas over coal, an energy re-
source which has been readily accessible
to manufacturing plants, especially in
the midwestern states. This increase is
probably due to the low price and superior
handling and burning qualities of gas.
The other major factor which in the past
favored the use of natural gas and fuel
oil over coal is the limitations which
the Clean Air Act imposed upon the direct
use of high sulfur coal.
The second factor responsible
for the decline in the industrial coal
market is the increased use of purchased
electric power by industrial and manu-
facturing plants. In 1970 the power pur-
chased by industrial sectors in the Mid-
west region totaled 167,588 million Kwh;
in 1976 the amount had increased to
approximately 250,000 million Kwh.
States to which Illinois Basin
coal for industrial use was shipped in
1975 are shown in figure 12. Of the 10.8
million tons shipped in 1975 for industrial
use, more than half or 54.3 percent was
used within Illinois and Indiana. Ship-
ment to Missouri, totaling 1.5 million
tons, accounted for 13.6 percent of the
total coal produced for industrial use.
In 1966, 26.8 million tons of coal were
shipped from mines in the Illinois Basin
for industrial use; of this amount about
60 percent was used within Illinois and
Indiana. Comparison of distribution
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TABLE 9 - DESTINATION AND ORIGIN OF COAL DELIVERED (OVER 500,000)
TO STEAM-ELECTRIC PLANTS 25 MW OR GREATER3
Coal
destination
state
Coal source
USBM dist.
Deliveries
1,000 tons
Avg. heat
value
Btu/lb
Avg
%
sulfur
wt, Avg. deliv.
price $ per
million Btu
Illinois 9 1,017.0 11 ,047 3.0 0.85
Illinois 10 21,218.1 10 ,395 3.3 0.66
Illinois 19 1,866.3 9 ,925 0.4 0.77
Illinois 22 9,310.5 9 375 0.5 0.95
Indiana 9 4,831.1 10 ,919 3.6 0.56
Indiana 10 3,134.6 10 405 2.7 0.69
Indiana 11 18,896.4 10 750 3.1 0.53
Indiana 19 2,841.4 9 570 0.5 0.78
Indiana 22 819.0 9 665 0.4 0.92
Michigan 2 680.0 12 588 2.7 1.23
Michigan 3 983.0 12 430 3.0 1.13
Michigan 4 8,362.3 11 410 3.1 0.83
Michigan 8 4,769.2 12. 210 1.0 1.16
Michigan 8 3,780.4 12 485 2.8 0.73
Michigan 9 1,009.5 11 878 3.3 0.78
Michigan 22 1,056.0 9 685 0.4 0.86
Wisconsin 9 1,944.2 11 096 3.5 0.91
Wisconsin 10 4,856.9 11 133 2.7 0.87
Wisconsin 11 784.6 11 353 3.6 1.07
Wisconsin 19 1,052.8 9 976 0.7 0.69
Wisconsin 22 2,161.2 8 583 0.8 0.62
Iowa 10 2,518.5 10 615 2.7 0.87
Iowa 12 601.3 9 657 3.6 0.74
Iowa 19 1,701.0 9 980 0.6 0.74
Minnesota 10 1,717.3 10 902 3.0 0.77
Minnesota 21 680.4 7 005 0.7 0.57
Minnesota 22 6,205.1 8 573 0.9 0.56
Missouri 10 10,661.1 11 022 3.1 0.53
Missouri 15 3,776.4 9 492 4.6 0.45
Missouri 15 1,358.9 Hi 981 3.7 0.51
Missouri 19 997.7 10 033 0.7 0.61
Florida 9 4,209.7 11 397 2.9 1.01
Florida 10 913.2 11 780 3.0 0.88
Georgia 8 7,327.0 11, 894 1.5 1.05
Georgia 8 1,476.0 12 286 1.1 0.81
Georgia 9 3,591.0 11 669 2.6 0.73
Georgia 13 1,455.0 12, 071 1.7 1.05
Alabama 9 6,466.0 11 271 3.8 0.85
Alabama 13 11,638.6 11 750 1.5 0.93
Kentucky 8 5,235.7 Hi 458 1.6 0.85
Kentucky 9 16,428.5 10, 552 4.0 0.55
Kentucky 10 1,969.0 10, 464 2.8 0.75
Kentucky 11 1,576.6 10, 831 3.3 0.62
Mississippi 10 893.4 11 682 2.8 0.77
Tennessee 4 1,683.1 10 236 3.2 1.17
Tennessee 8 4,769.1 11 110 1.4 0.81
Tennessee 8 4,552.2 11 343 2.4 0.98
Tennessee 8 872.3 11 158 1.7 1.10
Tennessee 9 11,309.6 10 918 3.8 0.78
Tennessee 10 715.5 10 856 3.3 0.75
Source: Annual Summary of Cost and Quality of Steam-Electric Plant
Fuels, 1975, Staff Report by the Bureau of Power, Federal
Power Commission, May 1976. 21
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975
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Total shipment = 26.8 million tons Total shipment = 10.8 million tons
Fig. 12 - Illinois Basin coal shipped for industrial use. (Source of
data: U.S. Bureau of Mines, Annual Issues.)
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data for 1966 and 1975 shows that within the past decade the percentage of
total coal shipped for industrial use to Indiana, Missouri, Iowa, and Alabama
has increased while the percentage of total coal shipped to Illinois, Wiscon-
sin, Kentucky, and Michigan has declined.
Consumption of coal for industrial use and percentage of the total
market shared by Illinois Basin coals in selected states are shown in figures
13 and 14. The comparison of the 1966 distribution pattern with 1975 distri-
bution patterns shows not only that within the past decade the total amount of
coal received for industrial use in almost every state has declined, but also
Illinois Basin (Dist 9,10, and 1 1
)
N Appalachian (Dist 1-6)
S Appalachian (Dist. 7,8, and 13)
Western Interior Basin (Dist. 12,14,15)
] Western cool (Dist. 16-23)
1,411 Amount used (thousands of tons)
Fig. 13 - Coal consumption by industry in selected states in 1966, by
source of coal used. (Source: Malhotra and Simon. 1976.1
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that the portion of the market traditionally available has been lost to low-
sulfur Appalachian and western coals to comply with 1970 Clean Air Act
standards. For example, the data show that in Illinois, Indiana, Wisconsin,
Kentucky, and Tennessee, the role of Appalachian low sulfur coal has increased
while the market shared by Illinois Basin coal has declined. In Minnesota,
Iowa, Michigan, Illinois, and Wisconsin, the use of western low-sulfur coals
has also increased.
Numerous industrial and manufacturing plants use Illinois Basin
coals for process heat and/or for power generation. Some of the major plants
using Illinois Basin coals in 1975 are listed in table 10.
Fig. 14 - Coal consumption by industrial plants in selected states in
1975, by source of coal used. (Source: Malhotra and Simon,
1976.)
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TABLE 10 - SELECTED LIST OF INDUSTRIAL PLANTS USING ILLINOIS BASIN COALSc
State/Company Plant
Coal used
1975 Source
Alabama
Monsanto Co.
Illinois
Abbott Labs
Alton Box Board Co.
Caterpillar Tractor Co.
Corn Product International
Deere 5 Co.
Marblehead Line
Miles Lab.
Monsanto
Olin Corp.
Procter $ Gamble Co.
Staley Mfg. Co.
Standard Lime § Refractories Co.
Indiana
American Steel Foundries
Arkla Industries, Inc.
Central Soya Co., Inc.
Container Corp. of America
Dana Corp.
Delco Remy Div. , GMC
Ford Motor Co.
Eli Lilly $ Co.
Marblehead Lime Co.
Mead Johnson § Co.
National Automatic Tool Co.
Notre Dame University
Olin Corp. Fine Paper § Film Grp.
Sisters of the Holy Cross
South Bend Farm Equipment Co.
Wabash Fibre Box
Weston Paper § Mfg. Co.
White Farm Equipment Co.
Iowa
Clinton Corn Processing Co.
Hubinger Co.
Oscar Mayer $ Co.
Rath Packing Co.
University of Iowa
Kentucky
Falls City Brewing
National Distillers Products Co.
Olin Corp.
Rohm § Haas
Joseph E. Seagram § Sons
Stauffer Chemical Co.
Henry Vogt Machine Co.
Decatur
N. Chicago
Alton Mill
Joliet, Decatur, E. Peoria,
Industrial Engine, Aurora
Plant 1 5 Plant 2
John Deere Foundary
Thornton, South Chicago
Union Starch
Sauget
Joliet
Chicago
Decatur
Mt. Cook
Hammond
Arkla Air Condit. Co.
Decatur
Indianapolis
Wabash
Marion
No. 1
Indianapolis
Tippecanoe Labs
Buffington
Evansville
Mat . Auto
Power Plant
Olin Works
St. Mary's Convent
South Bend
Terre Haute
Mill Div.
Terre Haute
South Bend
Clinton
Commercial Alley
Davenport
Rath Packing
Univ. Power Plant
Oakdale Power Plant
Falls City
Hill 5 Hill
Doe Run
Louisville
Louisville
Louisville
Louisville
600,000 W KY
NAb IL
NA IL
NA IL, E KY,
WV
450,000 IL, WY, CO
NA IL, WV
216,449 IL
NA IL
NA IL
NA IL
NA IL
NA IL
NA IL
NA IL, IN
26,000 IN
NA IN
NA IN
55,412 IN, W KY, WV
NA IN
NA IN
NA IN
NA IN
216,991 IL
22,000 IL
3,000 IN
NA IL
70,000 IN
NA IN, KY
NA IN
NA IN
59,000 IN
4,000 IN
NA IL
NA IL, KY, WY
NA IL, W KY
NA IL
NA IL
43,900 W KY
2,300 W KY
12,148 W KY
1,700 E KY, W KY
NA W KY
120,000 E KY, W KY
NA W KY
NA W KY
NA W KY
(Continued on next page)
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TABLE 10 - Continued
State/Company Plant
Coal used
1975 Source
Michigan
Menominee Paper Co.
S. D. Warren Div. Scott Paper Co.
Missouri
Anheuser-Busch, Inc.
Monsanto Co.
Valley Mineral Products Corp.
New York
Morton Salt
Tennessee
Monsanto Co.
Tennessee Orphan Home
University of Tennessee
Wisconsin
Consolidated Papers, Inc.
Nekoosa-Edwards Paper Co.
Owens-Illinois
St. Regis Paper Co.
Thilmany Pulp 5 Paper Co.,
Div. of Hammermill Paper Co.
Uniroyal, Inc.
Menominee
Muskegon
St. Louis
J . F . Queeny
Bonne Terre
Silver Springs
Columbia
Plant
Martin Stem
Kraft Div.
Port Edwards
Nekoosa
Tomahawk
Rhinelander
Kaukauna
Eau Claire
60,000
141,000
NA
250,000
29,520
NA
IL, PA, E KY
IL
IL
IL
IL
IN
140,000 W KY
NA W KY
5,000 IL, KY
170,000 IL
NA IL
NA IL
NA IL
150,820 IL, W KY, OH
NA IL, OH, WV
NA IL
Source of data: modified from Keystone Coal Industry Manual, 1976.
DNA = not available.
Coking Coal Market
The third largest market currently being served by Illinois Basin
coals is for the manufacture of coke and coke oven gas. Until the early 1960s
the coking coal market for Illinois Basin coal was limited to less than 1 mil-
lion tons per year. Most of the coal used in blends for coke manufacturing
came from mines in Illinois. In 1962, the 0.9 million tons of coal shipped
from the Illinois Basin for coke manufacturing accounted for less than one per-
cent of the total coal shipped from mines in the Illinois Basin. The 1966
opening of Inland Steel Company's new coal mine in Illinois to produce coal for
their own use together with expanded coal output from Old Ben Coal Company's mine
#21 and Freeman United Coal Mining Company's Orient Mine #3 substantially in-
creased coal shipments for coking coal production. By 1970, coking coal ship-
ments reached a peak of 4.9 million tons. From 1971 through 1975, the ship-
ments of coking coal from mines in the Illinois Basin have averaged about 4.5
million tons per year. Illinois Basin coal used in blends for the manufacture
of coke comes mainly from the following Illinois mines: Old Ben Coal Company
mine #21, Inland Steel Coal Company mine #1, Freeman United Coal Mining
Company's Orient Mines, and Sahara Coal Company mines.
The principal users of Illinois Basin coals are steel producing
districts in Illinois and Indiana. Trends in sources of coking coal used by
Indiana coke ovens are shown in figure 15. Since 1958, the shipment of coking
coal from Illinois mines to Indiana has increased from 200,000 tons per year
to over 3 million tons per year. As the use of coking coal from Illinois
26
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Illinois State Geological Survey
Fig. 15 - Trends in sources of coal consumed in Indiana coke ovens
(Source: Malhotra, 1976.)
mines has increased, the shipments of eastern Kentucky, Virginia, and
West Virginia coking coals to Indiana coke ovens have declined. Trends in
sources of coal used by coke oven plants in Illinois are shown in figure 16.
Since 1966, Illinois coal has been the principal source. West Virginia,
which in 1956 was the main source of coking coal supply for Illinois coke
ovens, now ranks third, and east Kentucky, the other major source of coking
coal, ranks second after Illinois. The supply of coking coals from Pennsylvania
and Virginia has also declined.
Numerous factors are responsible for this increased use of coal
for coke manufacturing in steel -producing districts in Illinois and Indiana.
Successful research efforts by the Illinois State Geological Survey and the
steel industry are probably the most important factors that made possible the
use of Illinois Basin coals in blends with eastern coals principally for the
manufacture of coke. Proximity of the Illinois Basin to Granite City and
Chicago areas, where steel manufacturing plants are located, has also helped
Illinois Basin coals to achieve this market. Additionally, relatively high
productivity of Illinois coal mines has helped Illinois mines to compete with
coals from West Virginia and eastern Kentucky. The increase in pig iron pro-
duction capacity in these districts has further helped Illinois Basin coals
to gain some of these coking coal markets (Malhotra, 1976).
The steel manufacturing plants that received coal from the Illinois
Basin in 1975 are listed in table 11. Inland Steel Company used over 66 per-
cent of the total coal shipped from the mines in the Illinois Basin for coke
manufacturing. Granite City Steel and Interlake Incorporated consumed over
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700,000 tons each. Youngstown Sheet $ Tube at its plants in Indiana is re-
ported to use some coal from Illinois mines, but the tonnage it used in 1975
is not known.
The average f.o.b. mine price for coal sold for metallurgical use
from Illinois mines is generally about 20 percent below that of the Appalachian
coals. Largely because of this factor and the low cost of transportation, the
average price per short ton that steel manufacturing plants pay for coal in
Illinois is generally among the lowest in the nation.
TABLE 11 - STEEL MANUFACTURING PLANTS USING ILLINOIS BASIN COALS
3
Company Plant
Coal
carbonized
Estimated
Illinois coal
used
Granite City Steel
Interlake Inc.
Inland Steel
Inland Steel
Youngstown Sheet § Tube
Total
Granite City
Chicago
Plant 2
Plant 3
Indiana Harbor
985,000
949,000
3,064,000
1,383,000
NAb
6,381,000
738,750
711,750
1,838,400
1,037,250
NA
4.326.150
Source: Compiled from Keystone Coal Industry Manual 1976.
DNA = not available.
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PROJECTED DEMAND FOR COAL IN THE UNITED STATES - 1985
The Federal Energy Administration (1977) has projected the United
States coal needs under various scenarios. By 1985, the coal demand is pro-
jected to increase to 1,048 million tons under "reference" scenario; under
"less nuclear" scenario the demand is projected to increase to 1,116 million
tons. Under "low growth economy" scenario, however, the demand is projected
to increase to only 959 million tons (table 12).
Electric Utilities
Electric utilities are projected to continue to be the principal
market for coal, accounting for almost 70 percent of the total United States
coal consumed in 1985. The geographic regions where this increase is projected
to occur have been estimated by the National Electric Reliability Council
(1976). Based on actual utility plants surveys, the council projects that
electric utilities in 1980 will use 623 million tons of coal and that the
amount will increase to 826 million tons by 1985. The National Electric
Reliability Council estimates are about 10 percent higher than the utility
coal demand estimated by other leading agencies.
The area included in different geographical regions as defined by
the National Electric Reliability Council and the increase in coal demand
that is projected to develop by 1985 are shown in figure 17. Utility coal
requirements estimated by each region for the years 1980 and 1985 are shown
in table 13. In 1980, in two regions, ECAR and SERC, the utility coal demand
is estimated to exceed 120 million tons. The largest growth, about 5 times
the amount consumed in 1975, is expected to occur in SPP and ERCOT regions,
TABLE 12 - COAL CONSUMPTION UNDER VARIOUS SCENARIOS (MILLION T0NS) &
Sector 1975
1985
Reference
1985
Less
nuclear
1985
Cleaner
coal
1985
Cleaner coal
and less
nuclear
1985
Low growth
economy
Household
Commercial
6 2 2 2 2 2
Industrial 145 266 265 267 266 240
Electrical
Generation
403 673 742 648 714 613
Synthetics — 17 17 23 23 15
Exports 66 90 90 90 90 90
Total 620 1,048 1,116 1,029 1,096 959
aSource of data: Federal Energy Administration (1977)
^Includes coal used for coke manufacturing.
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I 109) Projected Demand for Coal by electric utilities- 1985
(in million tons)
Protected increase over 1975
consumption level
brr Region
Fig. 17 Projected demand for utility coal in the United States - 1985.
(Source of data: National Electric Reliability Council, 1976.)
where natural gas and fuel oil have in the past been used extensively to generate
electric power. In MARCA and in WSCC regions the demand for coal in 1980 is
expected to double.
During the 1980 to 1985 period, the largest increase in coal con-
sumption—more than 100 percent— is projected to occur in two regions, SPP
and ERC0T. In the MAIN region, which is projected to experience a 31.2 per-
cent increase in demand during the 1976 to 1980 period, between 1980 and 1985
only an 11.6 percent increase in utility coal demand is projected. In MAAC
the utility coal demand is forecast to increase only 3.5 percent as compared
to a 23 percent increase during the 1975 to 1980 period.
The overall increase in utility coal demand during the next ten year
period, 1976 to 1985, is estimated to more than double the 1975 consumption of
404 million tons. However, the largest increase, 53 percent, is projected to
occur in the first five years, 1976 to 1980. During 1980 to 1985, however, the
demand is projected to increase by 32.5 percent. This projected slower growth
in coal demand during 1980 to 1985 is attributed to increased use of nuclear
power to generate electricity.
Data of the National Electric Reliability Council (1976) show that
of the total 1,876.3 billion kwh of net energy output in 1975, 45.2 percent
came from coal and about 9 percent from nuclear power. In 1980, coal's share
will increase to 48.9 percent, and nuclear power will contribute over 17 per-
cent of the total 2,606.6 billion kwh of net energy output. By 1985, nuclear
power's share will increase to 29.5 percent, and coal will contribute only
46.7 percent of the total 3,515.2 billion kwh of net energy produced (table 14).
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TABLE 13 - PROJECTED DEMAND FOR UTILITY COAL IN THE UNITED STATES
Region
Consumption
1975
(actual)
Projected
1980
(in 1000 tons)
Projected
1985
% Increase
1975-1980
% Increase
1975-1985
% Increase
1980-1985
NPCC 8,820 12,960 17,360 46.9 96.8 33.9
MAAC 33,045 39,271 40,643 18.8 23.0 3.5
ECAR 137,134 180,523 210,224 31.6 53.3 16.5
SERC 97,745 122,861 140,048 25.7 43.3 14.0
MAIN 53,726 70,496 78,692 31.2 46.5 11.6
MARCA 21,892 47,083 62,967 115.1 187.6 33.7
SPP 8,708 39,255 85,495 350.8 881.8 117.8
ERCOT 9,044 40,032 82,469 342.6 811.9 106.0
WSCC 33,979 71,372
623,853
108,782 110.0 220.1 52.4
Total U.S. 404,093 826,680 54.4 104.6 32.5
aSource of data: National Electric Reliability Council (1976).
The council projects that in 1985 over 40 percent of the total net energy pro-
duced in MAAC, SERC, and MAIN regions will come from systems using nuclear
power. In other regions the proportion of total electric energy produced using
nuclear power will vary from 13 percent to as high as 35 percent.
In the ERCOT and SPP regions, which currently use natural gas as a
principal source of supply for electric power generation, the use of oil is
projected to increase. In all other regions the proportion of the total
electric energy generated from oil is projected to decline.
The Federal Power Commission (1977), which projects utility coal
demand to increase to 770 million tons by 1985, has broken down demand for coal
for new electric power plants by geographic regions (table 15). The Commission
projects a substantial increase in coal demand in these regions: West South
Central (124.2 million tons), West North Central (67.3 million tons), Mountain
(52.9 million tons), and East North Central (47.0 million tons).
The percentage distribution of proposed electric utility capacity
planned for construction between 1976 and 1985, by source of fuel, is given in
table 16. The Federal Power Commission (1977) data show that in MAAC, NPCC,
and SERC regions more than half of the new capacity planned for construction
between 1976 and 1985 will be nuclear capacity.
Even though a large part of future electric power generation is pro-
jected to be nuclear, the nuclear industry is nevertheless plagued by many
problems. Most important is the astronomical increase in capital investment
required to build a nuclear power plant. A 1,000 Mw light-water reactor,
which in 1967 cost about $134 million, today costs nearly $800 million, and
the amount is increasing almost daily (Baker, 1977). The other problems
plaguing the nuclear industry include the issue of plant efficiency, government
regulation relating to nuclear power plant location, construction permits, and
others. These problems in combination with slower than originally projected
growth in energy consumption have delayed construction of 145 nuclear power
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TABLE 14 - PROJECTED PROPORTION OF THE TOTAL NET ELECTRICAL ENERGY GENERATED
BY COAL, OIL, AND NUCLEAR, BY NERC REGION3
NERC
Region
Coal (%) Oil (%) Nuclear (%)
1975 1980 1985 1975 1980 1985 1975 1980 1985
ECAR
ERCOT
MAAC
MAIN
MARCA
NPCC
SERC
SPP
wscc
Total NERC
94.8
9.8
54.4
72.7
39.9
11.4
56.1
10.3
17.5
45.2
87.9
34.7
48.5
69.8
64.3
13.5
51.1
30.7
27.6
48.9
76.6
51.5
37.4
52.5
64.7
14.1
43.3
46.1
32.3
46.7
3.3
0.5
25.9
3.4
1.7
51.3
17.1
9.9
15.5
15.0
3.5
14.4
21.8
5.2
2.3
48.3
13.0
15.9
27.8
17.0
2.6
18.2
14.2
3.1
2.0
40.2
10.3
12.7
21.2
13.4
1.0
0.0
16.4
20.9
24.9
18.5
11.5
3.2
2.7
9.0
7.8
4.4
28.3
24.1
20.8
23.8
29.3
9.2
8.7
17.3
aSource of data: National Electric Reliability Council (1976).
TABLE 15 - REGIONAL COAL DEMAND FOR NEW UNITS
SCHEDULED FOR SERVICE 1976-1985a
20.6
13.5
47.4
43.6
24.5
34.5
41.8
20.1
18.8
29.5
1975
Shipments to
1985
Total demand Quantities assured
utilities for new units for new units
Destination (1000 tons) (1000 tons) (1000 tons) Assured
Eastern regions
New England 1,274 — — —
Middle Atlantic 45,037 18,100 7,300 40.3
East North Central 144,742 47,004 23,623 50.3
South Atlantic 79,216 23,792 8,377 35.2
East South Central 70,830 23,249 12,063 51.9
Subtotal 341,099 112,145 51,363 45.8
Western regions
West North Central 43,471 67,330 56,775 84.3
West South Central 9,146 124,207 95,343 76.8
Mountain 32,856 52,889 38,364 72.5
Pacific 4,200 1,200 1,200 100.0
Subtotal 89,403 245,626 191,682 78.0
Total 430,502b 357,771 243,045 67.9
aSource: Federal Power Commission, 1977.
D0f the 430.5 million tons of coal delivered to the utilities in 1975, 406 million tons
were consumed; 24.5 million tons were added to stockpiles. The future coal require-
ments of existing units will change during the next 10 years. The extent of the change
will be determined by such things as changes in capacity factors, unit up- or de-
ratings, retirements, and the effect of the federal plant conversion program from oil
and gas to coal
.
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TABLE 16 - PROPOSED GENERATING CAPACITY ADDITIONS BY REGION,
BY PERCENT FOR 1976-19853
Fossil
OtherbRegion Nuclear steam Hydro
ECAR 36.7 59.6 0.1 3.6
ERCOT 19.9 75.8 0.1 4.2
MAAC 66.9 28.5 0.0 4.6
MAIN 46.7 45.9 0.0 7.4
MARCA 18.0 71.2 0.01 10.8
NPCC 61.9 30.1 0.1 7.9
SERC 56.0 31.8 1.6 10.6
SPP 26.6 66.0 0.08 7.3
WSCC 33.3 34.4 15.8 16.5
Total 42.06 45.61 3.32 9.01
aSource: Federal Power Commission, 1977.
DCombustion turbine, diesel, combined cycle, geothermal, fuel cells,
pumped storage, and unreported.
plants anywhere from a few months to indefinitely since 1974, and delayed
projects have been hit with further postponement since October 31, 1976 (Anderson,
1977). Several of these plants originally planned to be nuclear are now being
designed to use coal to generate electricity. It is difficult to predict what
portion of the nuclear capacity currently planned will be converted to coal be-
fore 1985. The influence that conversion of 20 percent of the presently planned
nuclear generating capacity to coal could have on coal demand in various geo-
graphic regions is shown in table 17. It is estimated that in the SERC region
the conversion of 20 percent of the presently planned nuclear capacity to coal
may create a need for an additional 29 million tons of coal, increasing total
coal needs to more than 169 million tons in 1985. The other regions where de-
mand for an additional 5 or more million tons may develop due to the conversion
of 20 percent of planned nuclear capacity to coal include MAAC, MAIN, WSCC,
NPCC, and SPP.
There is also a possibility that , due to high prices of crude oil or
to governmental regulations, part of the capacity currently using oil and natural
gas or planning to use oil to generate electricity may also be converted to
coal. The regions where such a conversion would have the most significant
impact on coal demand include the NPCC Region, WSCC Region, and SERC Region.
Industrial and Manufacturing Plants
Industrial and manufacturing plants which use coal to produce heat
and power are projected to become the second largest market for coal.
The Federal Energy Administration (1977) forecasts that in 1985 more than 264
million tons of coal will be used by the industrial sector and of this amount
100 million tons will be used to manufacture coke. The projected increased
use of coal, about twice the amount used in 1975, by manufacturing plants to
produce heat and power stems mainly from the fact that several manufacturing
and industrial plants which presently rely primarily on natural gas and fuel
oil to produce heat and power are likely to turn to coal for their energy needs
as these current sources of energy become difficult and expensive to obtain.
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TABLE 17 - INFLUENCE OF CONVERSION OF 20 PERCENT OF THE
PRESENTLY PLANNED NUCLEAR AND 10 PERCENT OF THE PLANNED
GENERATING CAPACITY ON UTILITY COAL DEMAND
(in million tons)
Projected Additional demand for coal
NERC coal demand as a result of conversion Total
regions 1985a Nuclear 13 Oil c demand
ECAR 210.2 11.2 0.7 222.1
ERCOT 82.
S
2.9 1.9 87.3
MAAC 40.6 11.3 1.7 53.6
MAIN 78.7 10.8 0.4 89.9
MARCA 63.0 2.4 0.1 65.5
NPCC 17.4 8.8 5.5 31.7
SERC 140.0 29.6 3.6 173.3
SPP 85.5 5.8 1.8 93.1
wscc 108.8 10.6 6.0 125.4
Total 826.7 94.4 21.8 942.9
aAccording to National Electric Reliability Council (1976).
"Estimated coal demand that may result due to the conversion of
20 percent of the planned nuclear capacity to coal.
cEstimated coal demand that may result due to conversion of 10
percent of the planned oil generating capacity to coal.
The U.S. Department of Commerce (1973) published data indicate that
in 1971, manufacturing plants in the United States purchased in coal equivalent
to about 255 million tons of natural gas and 62.7 million tons of fuel oil to
produce heat and power. The six industry groups which consumed more than 10
million tons of natural gas in coal equivalent for the production of heat and
power included: chemical and allied products (57.1 million tons); petroleum
and coal products (52.9 million tons); primary metals (44.1 million tons);
stone, clay, and glass products (28.2 million tons); paper and allied products
(19.1 million tons); and food and kindred products (19.1 million tons). The
industry groups which consumed less than 10 million tons but more than 5 million
tons of natural gas, in coal equivalent, for the production of heat and power
included fabricated metal products (6.3 million tons), machinery except electric
(6.0 million tons), and transportation (5.7 million tons) (table 18).
The data suggest that the industrial groups most likely to seek
large quantities of coal to replace natural gas in the production of heat and
power include: chemical and allied products; stone, clay, and glass products;
primary metal industries; paper and allied products; and food and kindred
products. Petroleum and coal products industries which presently obtain over
90 percent of the energy for their own use from natural gas are not likely to
seek coal as a substitute source of energy at least in the next decade.
Other industry groups— including fabricated metal products, transportation
equipment, and machinery—may also consider coal as an alternate source of
energy, but due to limited energy requirements, the substitution of coal for
natural gas by these industries will be significant locally only.
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TABLE 18 - NATURAL GAS AND COAL CONSUMED BY MAJOR INDUSTRY GROUPS IN 1971
3
Natural gas used Coal used
in terras of for
coal equivalent heat and power
Industry group (million tons)
Chemical and allied products 57.1 18.32
Petroleum and coal products 52.9 0.36
Primary metals 44.1 9.46
Stone, clay, and glass products 28.2 9.71
Paper and allied products 19.1 9.44
Food and kindred products 19.1 4.46
Fabricated metals products 6.3 0.65
Machinery except electric 6.0 1.21
Transportation equipment 5.7 2.60
aSource of data: U.S. Department of Commerce, 1973.
The amounts of natural gas and fuel oil, in coal equivalent, which
manufacturing plants used in 1971 to produce heat and power are listed in table
19. In order of consumption the states in which manufacturing plants used
large quantities of natural gas and fuel oil for the production of heat and
power included: Texas, Louisiana, Pennsylvania, California, Ohio, Illinois,
Indiana, New Jersey, and Michigan. If the natural gas shortage and high price
of fuel oil or governmental regulations make manufacturing plants switch to
coal, a large part of the new industrial coal market is likely to be located
in these states. The size of market that will develop due to switching from
natural gas to coal in each individual state will depend upon many factors
including price and availability of natural gas and fuel oil, economics of
purchased electric power, competitive position of coal, federal and/or state
policies regulating use of natural gas and fuel oil by the industrial plants,
and emission regulations.
In addition to substitutions of coal for natural gas and fuel oil
the total energy used in the industrial sector is projected to increase. The
increased energy needs of the industrial sector will also have a positive
effect on the use of coal. The U.S. Bureau of Mines (Dupree and Corsentino,
1975) estimates that the net energy used by the industrial sector from 1974
to 2000 will increase at an average annual rate of 2.3 percent. At this
growth rate it is estimated that in 1985 the total energy used by the industrial
sector (excluding nonfuel uses) may amount to 24,170 trillion Btu— 4,123
trillion Btu more than the amount used in 1974. Of the additional 4,123
trillion Btu needed, it is estimated 3,921 trillion Btu in 1985 will be ob-
tained from purchased electric power and the rest— 1,202 trillion Btu— from
fuel oil and coal.
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Coking Coal
The third largest market projected
for U.S. coal is coking coal. The Federal
Energy Administration (1977) estimates that
coking coal demand in the United States will
increase to 100 million tons in 1985. This
figure is about 17 million tons more than
the amount used in 1975.
According to the U.S. Bureau of
Mines (Mutschler, 1975) the United States
demand for metallurgical coal may amount to
109.4 million tons by 1985, if current
technology is used. With the implementation
of more efficient steel manufacturing
technology, the demand could be 82 million
tons.
In another study made by the U.S.
Bureau of Mines , the coking coal demand in
the United States is projected to increase
to 93 million tons by 1980, to 96 million
tons by 1985, and to 100 million tons by
1990 (U.S. Bureau of Mines, 1976).
Basically all these forecasts
suggest that in 1985 the coking coal demand
in the United States will range between 96
to 110 million tons. The size of the
coking coal markets likely to develop in
different geographic regions has recently
been published in a U.S. Bureau of Mines Re-
port (Larwood and Benson, 1976). It is
estimated that in 1985 the 110 million tons
of the coking coal market will be geograph-
ically distributed as follows: Pennsylvania,
29.7 million tons; Ohio, 17.2 million tons;
Indiana, 17.4 million tons; Alabama, 8.5
million tons; West Virginia, 6.7 million tons;
Michigan, 6.2 million tons; New York, 5.3
million tons; Illinois, 3.8 million tons;
Utah, 2.3 million tons; Kentucky, 1.5 million
tons; Colorado, 1.4 million tons; Minnesota,
1.4 million tons; and the remaining 3.3 mil-
lion tons in other states (fig. 18).
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Fig. 18 - Projected demand for coking coal - 1985 (total demand -
110 million tons). (Source of data: Larwood and Benson, 1976.)
Synthetic Fuels
In addition to conventional direct utilization, coal is also pro-
jected to be used for the production of synthetic natural gas, petroleum,
solvent-refined products, and coal chemicals, among others. The Federal
Energy Administration (1977) estimated that in 1985 about 17 million tons of
coal will be used to produce synthetic fuels. The U.S. Bureau of Mines
(Dupree and Corsentino, 1975) estimates that by 1985 26 million tons of coal
will be needed to produce synthetic fuels, and by the year 2000 almost 390
million tons of coal will be needed.
The U.S. Bureau of Mines (1976a, 1976b) lists 33 coal conversion
projects presently being considered in the United States. Of this number,
22 are planned in the western states— 6 in Wyoming, 5 in North Dakota,
4 in Montana, 2 each in New Mexico and South Dakota, and 1 each in Colorado,
Texas, and Utah; and 11 are planned in the eastern states— 3 each in
Pennsylvania and Ohio, 2 each in Kentucky and Illinois, and 1 in West Virginia.
PROJECTED DEMAND FOR ILLINOIS BASIN COALS - 1985
Examination of the projected increase in demand for coal in the
United States suggests that in the near future a substantial increase in the
use of coal is likely to occur in regions close to the Illinois Basin. Since
the Illinois Basin coals are high in sulfur, the size of new market available
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to these coals in 1985 will depend upon several factors, most important among
them the widespread use of scrubbers by the electric utilities and large manu-
facturing plants.
Dickerman and Delleney (1976) have recently reviewed the status of
the six most widely reported flue gas desulfurization processes. In general,
the study found that each process has demonstrated SO2 removal efficiencies
of an acceptable range, 90 percent or greater. Each of the flue gas desulfuri-
zation systems studied, however, was found to have a unique design feature
which presented potential though not insurmountable problems of process acceptance
by the electric utility industry. The study concluded that unresolved process
problems in combination with unfamiliar equipment would delay the acceptance of
flue gas desulfurization technology.
The scrubber technology is not yet widely used in the United States
either by the electric utility industry or by major manufacturing plants. Never-
theless, a number of utility companies seem to have concluded that there is
merit in quickly installing the scrubbers and making them work. PEDCo Environ-
mental Specialists, Inc., an Ohio-based consulting firm which monitors the
development of flue gas desulfurization technology, reports that by January 1,
1977, there will be 30 flue-gas desulfurization units in operation, 31 units
under construction, and an additional 63 units in the planning stage (PEDCo
Environmental Specialists, Inc., 1977). The total capacity for which instal-
lation of flue-gas desulfurization systems have been announced or are being
seriously considered was reported to be 49,184 Mw.
Ponder and coworkers (1976) project that by 1980 approximately
33,580 Mw capacity will be installed with flue-gas desulfurization technology
as compared to 6,476 Mw capacity estimated to be operating in 1976. Support
for the increase in the use of scrubber technology by electric utilities comes
from several other sources; these include Barrons Business and Financial
Weekly (Loehwing, July 1975), which reported that pollution control for
utilities is becoming profitable and that, despite strong objections by some
utility spokesmen, spending on wet scrubbers is apt to grow at an annual rate
of as much as 35 percent. A New York market research firm estimates that stack
gas scrubbing will grow from a $19 million industry in 1974 to a $243 million
industry in 1983 (Frost and Sullivan, 1974). A $60 million investment, the
largest investment of this kind, has been made by Dravo Corporation into a
facility that produces a special type of lime for use in scrubbing sulfur di-
oxide from stack gases. The company has already signed a long-term supply
contract with three utilities, including Columbus and Southern Ohio Electric
Company; Allegheny Power Systems, Incorporated; and Central Area Power Co-
ordinating Group (Mining Congress Journal, 1976). These reports suggest the
emergence of scrubber technology and, much before 1985, the widespread appli-
cation of flue-gas desulfurization systems in the United States. The use of
flue-gas desulfurization technology by utilities will probably help the Illinois
Basin coals to gain new markets. The size of these markets, however, will depend
largely upon the availability and cost of compliance coal (coals that can meet
1.2 pounds per million Btu emission standards).
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The U.S. Bureau of Mines lists 93 billion tons coal reserves base
in the western states (Wyoming, Montana, Colorado, New Mexico, Utah, and
Arizona) , as demonstrated coal reserve base (table 20) . Much of this coal
is low enough in sulfur that new scrubber technology should not be necessary
for direct utilization of these coals under new source performance standards
of 1 . 2 pounds per million Btu. Examination of these data shows that, of
the total 93 billion tons, about 60 billion tons are too deep to be surface
mined. Since coal mined by underground methods, especially in western states,
is about two to three times more expensive than surface-mined coal, this
suggests there are only 33 billion tons of coal reserve base that can be
developed to produce coal at relatively low cost. A further examination of
surface minable reserve base data shows that out of the total 33 billion tons,
almost 90 percent or 29.5 billion tons lies in Montana.
In tables 21, 22, 24, and 25, the estimated delivered cost of Montana
coals in various regions is compared with estimated delivered cost of coals
from other major coal -producing states. The data show that in midwestern,
southern, and southeastern states, the delivered cost of Montana coals ranks
among the highest and in most cases the margin is large enough to justify the
use of high-sulfur coals with scrubber over Montana low-sulfur coals. In
other words, only about 3.5 billion tons of demonstrated compliance coal re-
serves base from the other western states can be developed to supply such coal
at relatively low costs. In light of projected increased needs for compliance
coal, the utilities in southern, southeastern, and midwestern states are likely
to find it difficult to get low-priced low-sulfur coals from the western states
and thus may find the use of Illinois Basin coals with scrubber economical.
In addition to limited availability of a demonstrated coal reserve
base that could be developed at a low cost, other factors may substantially
increase the price of western coals in the near future. The severance tax in-
creases which western states have recently enforced is one reason. Increasing
auxiliary construction costs, growing demand for western coals within western
states, surface-mined coal reclamation requirements, proposed legal restrictions
TABLE 20 - ESTIMATED COAL RESERVES AVAILABLE IN THE WESTERN STATES
THAT COULD MEET 1.2 LB/MILLION BTU EMISSION STANDARDS
Demonstrated compliance coai . reserves base
Million tons Percent distribut ion
Surface
minable
Deep
minable Total
Surface
minable
Deep
minable Total
Montana 29,520.23 40,798.86 70,319.09 89.5 68.3 75.9
Wyoming 2,763.80 13,415.51 16,179.31 8.4 22.5 17.5
Colorado 445.00 3,220.00 3,665.00 1.3 5.4 3.9
Utah 10.00 772.24 782.24 0.0 1.3 0.8
New Mexico 250.00 1,508.90 1,758.90 0.8 2.5 1.9
Arizona — — — — — —
Total 32,989.03 59,715.51 92,704.54 100.0 100.0 100.0
aSource of data: National Coal Model, Federal Energy Administration, Appendix
C, 1976.
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TABLE 21 - ESTIMATED COST OF COAL DELIVERED BY RAIL
TO UTILITY PLANTS IN THE MAIN REGION3
Estimated Cost of Coal Deliver ed by Rail, $ per million Btu
Shipping
regions
Chicago
IL
Greenbay
WI
Indianapolis
IN
Kansas City
MO
Madison
IN
St. Louis
MO
Western Kentucky
Btu = 11,000/lb
FOB = $16/ton(S)b
FOB = $20/ton(U)c
at Rockport
0.96
1.14
1.01
1.20
0.99
1.17
1.00
1.19
0.96
1.14
0.97
1.15
Illinois
Btu = 10,800/lb
FOB = $17/ton(S)
FOB = $20/ton(U)
at Mt . Vernon
1.03
1.16
1.08
1.22
1.03
1.17
1.03
1.16
0.99
1.12
0.94
1.08
Indiana
Btu = 10,900/lb
FOB = $17/ton(S)
FOB = $20/ton(U)
at Vincennes
1.04
1.18
1.05
1.19
0.97
1.11
1.04
1.18
0.99
1.13
0.98
1.12
Wyoming
Btu = 9, 000/ lb
FOB = $10/ton(S)
FOB = $20/ton(U)
at Casper
1.16
1.73
1.18
1.75
1.19
1.76
1.08
1.55
1.20
1.77
1.11
1.68
Montana
Btu = 8,000/lb
FOB = $9/ton(S)
FOB = $20/ton(U)
at Billings
1.23
1.92
1.21
1.89
1.30
1.99
1.15
1.83
1.32
2.00
1.24
1.93
Colorado
Btu = 11,500/lb
FOB = $15/ton(S)
FOB = $29/ton(U)
at Grand Junction
1.13
1.74
1.15
1.76
1.16
1.77
1.04
1.64
1.18
1.79
1.10
1.72
New Mexico
Btu = 11,500/lb
FOB = $15/ton(S)
FOB = $30/ton(U)
at Black Mesa (AZ)
1.19
1.84
1.29
1.94
1.27
1.92
1.08
1.73
1.26
1.91
1.22
1.86
Compiled by Mineral Economics Group, Illinois State Geological Survey,
°S = surface.
CU = underground
.
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TABLE 22 - ESTIMATED COST OF COAL DELIVERED BY RAIL
TO UTILITY PLANTS IN THE ECAR REGIONa
Estimated Cost of Coal Delivered by Rail, $ per mill ion Btu
Shipping
regions
Cincinnati
OH
Cleveland
OH
Indianapo]
IN
is Madison
IN
Detroit
MI
Illinois
Btu = 10,800/lb
FOB = $17/ton(S)b
FOB = $20/ton(U)c
at Mt
. Vernon
1.01
1.15
1.06
1.20
1.03
1.17
0.99
1.12
1.09
1.22
Indiana
Btu = 10,900/lb
FOB = $17/ton(S]
FOB = $20/ton(U)
at Vincennes
1.00
1.14
1.02
1.16
0.97
1.11
0.99
1.13
1.02
1.16
Western Kentucky
Btu = 11,000/lb
FOB = $16/ton(S)
FOB = $20/ton(U)
0.99
1.18
1.00
1.19
0.99
1.17
0.96
1.14
1.00
1.19
at Rockport
Ohio
Btu = 11,000/lb
FOB = $18/ton(S)
FOB = $25/ton(U)
at Urichsville
1.06
1.38
0.98
1.29
1.04
1.36
1.04
1.36
1.09
1.41
West Virginia
Btu = 12,000/lb
FOB = $25/ton(S)
FOB = $30/ton(U)
at Wierton
1.29
1.50
1.18
1.39
1.25
1.46
1.26
1.47
1.28
1.49
Eastern Kentucky
Btu = 12,000/lb
FOB = $20/ton(S)
FOB = $25/ton(U)
at Hazard
1.06
1.27
1.05
1.26
1.04
1.25
1.10
1.30
1.08
1.28
Wyoming
Btu = 9,000/lb
FOB = $10/ton(S)
FOB = $20/ton(U)
at Casper
1.22
1.78
1.25
1.80
1.19
1.76
1.20
1.77
1.22
1.79
Montana
Btu = 8,000/lb
FOB = $9/ton(S)
FOB = $20/ton(U)
at Billings
Colorado
Btu = 11,500/lb
FOB = $15/ton(S)
FOB = $29/ton(U)
at Grand Junction
1.34 1.36 1.30 1.32 1.34
2.03 2.05 1.99 2.00 2.02
1.20 1.22 1.16 1.18 1.20
1.81 1.83 1.77 1.79 1.81
aCompiled by Mineral Economics Group, Illinois State Geological Survey.
b S = surface.
CU = underground.
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limiting mining of selected portions of coal reserves, increased cost of trans-
portation, etc., are other reasons why the utilities may have to pay higher
prices for western low-sulfur coals. Available statistical and other data
suggest that the present limited demand for Illinois Basin coals is likely to
increase substantially much before 1985. Several market potentials foreseen
as available for coals from the Illinois Basin in 1985 are described in the
following sections.
Electric Utilities
Electric utilities will continue to be the principal market for
Illinois Basin coal. The geographic regions where Illinois Basin coal will
most likely be used in 1985 and the size of the market that may be available
in each region are described below.
MAIN Region (Illinois, parts of Missouri and Wisconsin)
In 1975, utilities in the MAIN region received 53.7 million tons of
coal; of this amount, about 76 percent or 40 million tons came from mines in
the Illinois Basin. To meet the Clean Air Act requirements, about 14 million
tons of low-sulfur coal were shipped from mines in the western states.
The National Electric Reliability Council (1976) projects that by
1985 the utility coal demand in the MAIN region will increase to 78.7 million
tons. As mentioned earlier ample reserves in the Illinois Basin can be de-
veloped to meet this increase in demand. However, examination of table 21,
which gives estimated delivered cost of coals to utilities in the MAIN region,
shows that Illinois Basin coals, which have traditionally supplied most of the
coal used by the utilities in the MAIN region, may face severe competition from
the western coals, especially surface-mined coals from Colorado, Wyoming, and
New Mexico. This factor, in combination with the low-sulfur content of western
coals, will continue to favor the use of some western coals in this region.
The National Electric Reliability Council (1976) estimates that, in 1985, 23.7
million tons of western coal will be used in the MAIN region—almost twice the
amount used in 1975. Assuming that the remaining amount is supplied by mines
in the Illinois Basin, this should result in 55 million tons of potential
market for Illinois Basin coals in the MAIN region—about 15 million tons
more than the amount received in 1975 from the Illinois Basin.
ECAR Region (Indiana, Michigan, Ohio, Kentucky, West Virginia, and parts of Pennsylvania and Virginia)
In 1975, utilities in the ECAR region received 137.1 million tons of
coal. It is estimated that about 35 percent of the total coal used in this
region came from mines in the Illinois Basin and 65 percent from the Appalachian
Region and western states.
The National Electric Reliability Council (1976) projects that in
1985 210 million tons of coal will be used in the ECAR region— 73 million tons
more than the amount used in 1975. Of this 210 million tons, 18 million tons
are estimated to come from western states. This leaves 192 million tons of
potential market available to be shared by coals from the Illinois Basin and
from the Appalachian Region. Since Illinois Basin coals are competitive with
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coals from Appalachian regions (table 22), especially in some parts of Indiana,
Ohio, and Kentucky, at least 30 percent of the total coal used in the ECAR
region in 1985 will be shipped from mines in the Illinois Basin. In other
words, the potential market available to the Illinois Basin coals in the ECAR
region in 1985 should range between 60 to 65 million tons.
MARCA Region (Iowa; Minnesota; North Dakota; parts of South Dakota, Nebraska, and Wisconsin)
In 1975, utility coal shipments from the Illinois Basin to the MARCA
region totaled about 7 million tons. Due to the competition from western
states, as mentioned earlier, the use of Illinois Basin coal in the MARCA region,
especially in Minnesota and Iowa, has considerably declined. This trend is
likely to continue in the near future even if the flue gas desulfurization
technology is commercially proven and demonstrated.
The demand for coal in the MARCA region, according to the National
Electric Reliability Council (1976), is projected to increase from 21.9 million
tons in 1975 to 63 million tons in 1985. Of the total 63 million tons, 56
million tons are projected to come from the western states including North
Dakota, Montana, Wyoming, Colorado, New Mexico, and Utah. The remaining seven
million tons are projected to be supplied by mines in the eastern states. In
light of the competition Illinois Basin coals face from western coals especially
in this region, we estimate that the market available to Illinois Basin coals
in MARCA region in 1985 is not likely to exceed 5 million tons.
SERC Region (Alabama; Florida; Georgia; Tennessee; North and South Carolina; parts of Mississippi,
Virginia, and Kentucky)
In 1975, utilities in the SERC region used 97.7 million tons of coal,
and it is estimated that of this amount 32 percent or 30 million tons came
from mines in the Illinois Basin and the rest, 68 percent, from central and southern
Appalachian states (U.S. Bureau of Mines Districts 7, 8, and 13). As mentioned
earlier, the portion of the coal received from the Illinois Basin by the
utilities in the SERC region in the past decade has increased, whereas the
portion of the total market shared by the central and southern Appalachian
regions has declined. We envision a substantial increase in the use of
Illinois Basin coals in the SERC region in the near future.
The demand for coal in the SERC region is projected to increase from
97.7 million tons in 1975 to 140 million tons by 1985, according to the National
Electric Reliability Council (1976). As mentioned earlier, the demand for
utility coal in the SERC region may amount to 170 million tons if 20 percent of
the presently planned nuclear capacity is converted to coal. The National
Electric Reliability Council (1976) also projects that about 9 million tons of
their required estimated total of 140 million tons will come from western
states and the rest, 131 million tons, will come from eastern states including
the Illinois Basin.
Because of the close proximity of the central and southern Appalachian
states (U.S. Bureau of Mines Districts 7, 8, and 13), these regions would be
the most economical source of coal supply for the utilities in the SERC region.
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To determine the extent to which the central and southern Appalachian
regions (U.S. Bureau of Mines Districts 7, 8, and 13) can supply coal for utility
use in the SERC region, coal reserves and production forecasts were examined.
The demonstrated coal reserves base for the central and southern Appalachian
regions has been estimated to be 27.7 billion tons (Federal Energy Administration,
1976). Of this amount it is estimated that about 15 billion tons or 54 percent
are best suited for the production of coking coal (table 23) . This leaves
12.7 billion tons available for electric power generation and other uses. Of
the total 12.7 billion tons coal reserves base, 5 billion tons are found in thin
coal seams (less than 42 inches thick) and thus cost substantially more to mine
than thick coal seams. In other words, of the total 12.7 billion tons of non-
coking coal reserves available, only 7.6 billion tons can be considered minable
during the 1975-1985 period. Assuming an 80 percent recovery rate for surface
mining and a 50 percent recovery rate for underground mining, it is estimated
that no more than 5 billion tons of coal are recoverable. In 1975, the central
and southern Appalachian regions shipped a total of 116.8 million tons of coal
for electric utilities and industrial plant use. Relating this production level
to recoverable reserves shows that at the current production level the esti-
mated reserve base will last for about 50 years. In other words, the availability
of coal reserves limits to some extent the production expansions that this
region can sustain.
The Federal Energy Administration (1976) projects that in 1985 the
coal production from central and southern Appalachian regions will amount to
312 million tons. Of this amount, 210 million tons is estimated to be of non-
metallurgical grade. Considering that at present about 11 percent of the total
nonmetallurgical coal produced from these regions is sold for industrial use,
we estimate the total coal available for electric power generation in 1985
from the central and southern Appalachian Region (Districts 7, 8, and 13) to
be about 185 million tons.
TABLE 23 - DISTRIBUTION OF COAL RESERVES IN U.S.B.M. DISTRICTS 7, 8, AND 13
State Total
Metallurgical
coal
Steam Coal
Surface
Deep
Thick £ Thinc Total
Virginia 2,900.25
West Virginia (south) 14,408.16
Kentucky (east) 7,900.21
Tennessee 751.68
Alabama 1,703.12
Total 27,663.42
1,571.26 213.86 413.88 701 25 1,328.99
8,643.53 780.91 2,976.02 2,007 70 5,764.63
4,498.19 1,248.25 994.64 1,159 13 3,402.02
220.67 174.09 104.48 252 44 531.01
56.21 106.25 668.46 872 20 1,646.91
14,989.86 2,523.36 5,157.48 4,992.72 12,673.56
Percent distribution 100.0 54.2 9.1 18.6 18.1 45.8
aSource of data: Federal Energy Administration, 1976.
"Greater than 42 in. thick.
c Less than 42 in. thick.
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TABLE 24 - ESTIMATED COST OF COAL DELIVERED BY RAIL
TO UTILITY PLANTS IN THE SERC REGIONa
Estimated Cost of Coal Delivered by Rail, $ per million Btu
Shipping
regions
Atlanta
GA
Bi rmingham
AL
Charleston
SC
Columbia
SC
Tampa
FL
Yazoo City
MS
Western Kentucky
Btu = 11,000/lb
FOB = $16/ton(S) b
FOB = $20/ton(U) C
at Rockport
0.97
1.15
0.95
1.12
1.06
1.23
1.02
1.20
1.11
1.29
1.06
1.24
Illinois
Btu = 10,800/lb
FOB = $17/ton(S)
FOB = $20/ton(U)
at Mt . Vernon
1.10
1.24
1.06
1.20
1.17
1.31
1.13
1.27
1.23
1.37
1.06
1.21
Indiana
Btu = 10,900/lb
FOB = $17/ton(S)
FOB = $20/ton(U)
1.05
1.19
1.03
1.16
1.15
1.28
1.11
1.25
1.20
1.34
1.06
1.20
at Vincennes
Wyoming
Btu = 9,000/lb
FOB = $10/ton(S)
FOB = $20/ton(U)
at Casper
1.29
1.85
1.23
1.79
1.37
1.82
1.33
1.89
1.43
1.99
1.23
1.79
Montana
Btu = 8,000/lb
FOB = $9/ton(S)
FOB = $20/ton(U)
at Billings
1.41 1.37 1.54 1.50 1.60 1.41
2.11 2.06 2.23 2.18 2.29 2.10
Colorado
Btu = 11,500/lb
FOB = $15/ton(S)
FOB = $29/ton(U)
at Grand Junction
1.22 1.19 1.21 1.28 1.33 1.05
1.83 1.80 1.92 1.89 1.94 1.66
Ohio
Btu = 11,000/lb
FOB = $18/ton(S)
FOB = $25/ton(U)
at Urichsville
1.12 1.12 1.18 1.15 1.26 1.16
1.44 1.44 1.50 1.47 1.58 1.48
Compiled by Mineral Economics Group, Illinois State Geological Survey.
U
S
C U
surface,
underground.
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TABLE 25 - ESTIMATED COST OF COAL DELIVERED BY RAIL
TO UTILITY PLANTS IN THE SPP AND ERCOT REGIONS3
Esitimated Cost of Coal Del ivered by Rail, $ per mill ion Btu
Shipping
regions
El Paso
TX
Fort Worth
TX
Houston
TX
Little Rock
AR
Muskogee
OK
Oklahoma City
OK
Western Kentucky
Btu = 11,000/lb
FOB = $16/ton(S)b
FOB = $20/ton(U)c
at Rockport
1.24
1.42
1.09
1.28
1.10
1.29
0.99
1.18
1.06
1.24
1.08
1.26
Illinois
Btu = 10,800/lb
FOB = $17/ton(S)
FOB = $20/ton(U)
at Mt . Vernon
1.30 1.17 1.21 1.05 1.08 1.11
1.44 1.31 1.35 1.19 1.22 1.25
Indiana
Btu = 10,900/lb
FOB = $17/ton(S) 1 .30
FOB = $20/ton(U) 1 .44
at Vincennes
Wyoming
Btu = 9,000/lb
FOB = $10/ton(S) 1 .08
FOB = $20/ton(U) 1 .63
at Casper
Montana
Btu = 8,000/lb
FOB = $9/ton(S)
FOB = $20/ton(U)
at Billings
1.28
1.96
1.18
1.32
1.07
1.62
1.25
1.94
1.17
1.31
1.15
1.70
1.36
2.05
1.07
1.21
1.19
1.74
1.41
2.10
1.09
1.23
09
64
1.28
1.97
1.13
1.27
1.08
1.63
1.28
1.97
Colorado
FOB = $15/ton(S)
FOB = $29/ton(U)
at Grand Junction
1.05
1.66
1.04
1.65
1.11
1.72
1.12
1.73
1.01
1.62
1.05
1.66
New Mexico
Btu = 11,500/lb
FOB = $15/ton(S)
FOB = $30/ton(U)
at Black Mesa (AZ)
0.96
1.62
1.03
1.69
1.10
1.75
1.13
1.79
1.08
1.74
1.05
1.71
aCompiled by Mineral Economics
bS = surface.
CU = underground.
Group, 111 inois State Geological Survey.
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About 60 percent of the total utility coal produced in Districts 7,
8, and 13 is currently shipped to the SERC region, and this amount has been
declining. Assuming that in 1985 at least 50 percent of the total utility
coal produced from mines in these districts is shipped to the SERC region,
the total coal available to the utilities in SERC region in 1985 from the
Appalachian Region will amount to about 93 million tons, leaving 38 million
tons in short supply.
A recent survey conducted by the ICF Inc. (1976) reports that an
additional 98 million tons of new capacity is planned to be added in the central
and southern Appalachian regions. Of the 98 million tons of new capacity
planned, 52.5 million tons are expected to produce coal for metallurgical use
and 45.5 million tons for electric power generation and other uses. Present
mine capacity is 123 million tons. If we assume a depletion rate of 3 percent
per year, between 1976 and 1985 about 30 million tons will be lost due to mine
depletion. Thus the total net mining capacity available in the central and
southern Appalachian regions (Districts 7, 8, and 13) in 1985 will be about
191 million tons, and, even at a 95 percent capacity utilization rate, the
total coal supply available, including metallurgical coal, from these regions
will be only 58 million tons more than the amount produced in 1975.
An examination of future coal supply situation for the central and
southern Appalachian regions shows that in spite of the capacity expansion
planned, the amount of coal available in 1985 is not likely to be sufficient
to meet the needs of the utilities in SERC; therefore the utilities in the
SERC region will have to depend on the Illinois Basin, the northern Appalachian
region, the western states, or foreign countries to supply coal for their needs.
In table 24, estimated delivered prices for Illinois Basin coals are compared
with estimated delivered prices of western coals. The data in table 25 show
that even at a 30 cents per million Btu desulfurization cost, the utilities
in various parts of the SERC region may find the use of high-sulfur Illinois
Basin coals with scrubbers to be cheaper than burning low-sulfur western coals.
In light of the projected shortfall in coal supply from the central
and southern Appalachian regions (Districts 7, 8, and 13) and the high delivered
cost of both northern Appalachian and western coals, we estimate that the po-
tential market available to the Illinois Basin coals in 1985 will range between
45 and 70 million tons.
ERC0T Region (Texas)
At present, utilities in the ERCOT region do not use any coal from
the Illinois Basin. However, the region does offer great market potentials for
the future. By 1985 utility coal needs in the ERCOT region are projected to
increase to 82.5 million tons. Of this amount, the National Electric Reliability
Council (1976) estimates that 15.3 million tons will come from western states
including Montana, Wyoming, Utah, Colorado, and New Mexico; and the remaining
67.2 million tons will come from eastern states including Texas. The Texas
lignite, being the most economical source of coal supply, is expected to pro-
vide a large portion of the remaining 67.2 million tons which utilities will
need in 1985 in the ERCOT region.
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To estimate the amount of coal which utilities will be able to obtain
from mines in Texas, the lignite development potential was examined. Texas
lignite resources, at a depth of less than 200 feet, are estimated at 10.4
billion tons. Of this, 3.2 billion tons have been classified as demonstrated
reserves base. Even if we assume that 80 percent of the total demonstrated
coal reserves base can actually be recovered, the total available recoverable
reserves amount to about 216 times the present production level but are only
about 36 times the mine production needed in 1985 to meet the estimated
electric utilities demand. Thus the availability of minable reserves may be
a constraint to the magnitude of coal production expansion this area can sustain.
According to the Federal Energy Administration (1976), the production
of Texas lignite may increase to 25 million tons by 1985—more than double the
amount produced in 1975. A study made by the ICF Inc. (1976) relating new
mines planned or under construction in the United States shows that between
1976 and 1985, the industry plans to construct an additional 19.7 million tons
of new capacity in Texas. This will increase the existing capacity of 12
million tons per year to over 30 million tons. Since lignite in Texas has sig-
nificantly lower heating value than does bituminous coal, the 30 million tons
of lignite on a Btu basis will be equivalent to only about 20 million tons of
bituminous coal. If no additional lignite supply is available from mines in
Texas by 1985, the utilities in the ERCOT region, to meet their needs, will
have to obtain the remaining 47 million tons of coal from mines in the western
states, the Illinois Basin, or even the Appalachian Region. Since a greater
need for Appalachian coals is projected for coke manufacture and industrial use,
we envision that very limited amounts of coal may be available from the
Appalachian Region for utility use in the ERCOT region. This leaves coals from
the Illinois Basin and western states as potential sources of coal supply. In
table 25 estimated delivered prices of Illinois Basin coals in the ERCOT region
are compared with estimated delivered prices for western coals. The examination
of data in table 23 shows that coals from the Illinois Basin are competitive
with western coals, provided that in order to meet new standards for source
performance, the utilities install scrubbers. The coals from the Illinois Basin,
however, will not be competitive with western coals— if the utilities can obtain
low-sulfur coal at a low cost and are able to burn it without scrubbers. In
view of limited availability of low-sulfur surface-minable coal reserves
especially in areas which can supply coal at relatively low cost to the utilities
in the ERCOT region and in view of the problems the coal industry is already
facing in the development and transportation of western coals, the utilities
in the ERCOT region as elsewhere will probably have difficulty obtaining large
quantities of low-priced low-sulfur coal from the West. These problems make
the use of Illinois Basin coals with scrubbers economically preferable to
western coals in the ERCOT region. Because of the severe competition Illinois
Basin coals face from western coal and Texas lignite, shipments from the mines
in the Illinois Basin to the utilities in the ERCOT region in 1985 are not
likely to exceed 10 million tons.
SPP Region (Kansas; Oklahoma; Arkansas; Louisiana; parts of Missouri , Texas, and Mississippi)
The SPP region offers great potential for use of Illinois Basin
coals, even though in 1975 only about a million tons of coal were shipped to
utilities in the region.
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The National Electric Reliability Council (1976) estimates that in
1985,85.5 million tons of coal will be used in the SPP region. Of this amount
64.7 million tons will be supplied from mines in western states including
Montana, Wyoming, New Mexico, Colorado, and Utah. The remaining 20.8 million
tons will come from eastern states including Kansas, Missouri, Oklahoma, and
Arkansas. Primarily because of proximity, coal from Kansas, Oklahoma, and
Arkansas will be favored over coals from other areas.
Although the U.S. Bureau of Mines (1976) reports substantial quanti-
ties of demonstrated coal reserves base for Kansas, Oklahoma, and Arkansas, only
small proportions of the total can be economically mined due to relatively
poor mining conditions. Primarily because of this factor, the quantity of coal
which Kansas, Oklahoma, and Arkansas can supply for use by utilities is limited.
Data from the National Coal Association (1976) and ICF Inc. (1976) on new coal
mine capacity show that in spite of the projected increased demand for coal,
only 2.25 million tons of additional new mine capacity is planned to be added
before 1985 in these states. This in turn suggests that even if all the
additional coal produced from mines in these states plus the coal presently
being shipped to the utilities in adjoining regions becomes available to the
utilities in the SPP region, the utilities will still need 10 to 15 million
tons of additional coal to meet their needs. Data in table 25 show that Illinois
Basin coals are competitive with western coals in the SPP region. The limited
availability of low-priced, low-sulfur western coals may create a need for
Illinois Basin coals in this region. By 1985 the size of market available to
Illinois Basin coals in the SPP region is estimated to range from 10 to 15
million tons.
Projected Total Utility Coal Demand
From this analysis of utility coal supply and demand projections,
the potential utility coal market available to the Illinois Basin coals in 1985
is estimated to be at least 185 million tons (table 26). Illinois Basin coals
are projected to be used for electric power generation in 1985 in the following
regions: ECAR (60 million tons), MAIN (55 million tons), SERC (45 million tons),
ERCOT (10 million tons), SPP (10 million tons), and MARCA (5 million tons).
The largest net increase (table 27) is projected to occur in the MAIN and SERC
regions, whereas in the MARCA region the use of Illinois Basin coals is pro-
jected to decline.
The demand for coal will be substantially higher than these estimates
if nuclear power capacity as projected does not develop at the scheduled rate
or if western coal developments slow down considerably. The demand for Illinois
Basin coals, however, will be considerably reduced from these projected levels
if the envisioned scrubber technology does not develop in time or if the tech-
nology is too expensive.
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TABLE 26 - PROJECTED USE OF ILLINOIS BASIN COALS
FOR ELECTRIC POWER GENERATION - 1985 (IN MILLION TONS)
Actual
National Electric consumption Projected
Reliability Council 1975 demand
regions (approximate iy) 1985 Net change
ECAR 47.0 60.0 + 13
MAIN 40.0 55.0 + 15
SERC 30.0 45.0 + 15
SPP 1.0 10.0 + 9
ERCOT — 10.0 + 10
MARCA 7.0 5.0 - 2
MAAC — — —
NPCC — — —
WSCC — — —
Total 125.0 185.0 + 60
National Electric Reliability Council, 1976.
TABLE 27 - PROJECTED UTILITY COAL CONSUMPTION BY SOURCE AND REGION
(IN MILLION TONS) a
Total coal useda Illinois ; Basin Western coal Other :regions'3
Actual Projected Estimated Projected Actual Projected Estimated Projected
Region 1975 1985 1975 1985 1975 1985 1975 1985
MAIN 53.8 78.7 40.0 55.0 13.1 23.7 — —
ECAR 137.1 210.2 47.0 60.0 14.5 18.0 75.6 132.2
MARCA 21.9 63.0 7.0 5.0 16.2 56.0 1.3 2.0
SERC 97.8 140.0 30.0 45.0 — 9.2 67.7 85.8
ERCOT 9.0 82.5 — 10.0 — 15.3 9.0 57.2
SPP 8.7 85.5 1.0 10.0 2.5 64.7 5.2 10.8
MAAC 33.0 40.6 — — — — 33.0 40.6
WSCC 34.0 108.8 — — 34.0 108.8 — —
NPCC 8.8 17.4
826.7
— — — 2.9
298.6
8.8
200.6
14.5
Total 404.1 125.0 185.0 80.3 343.1
National Electric Reliability Council, 1976.
"Includes Appalachian Region, Western Interior, and Texas.
I,
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The utilities already appear to be contracting for Illinois Basin
coals. The Federal Power Commission (1977) reports that 36.4 million tons of
coal from the Illinois Basin have already been contracted to be sold to be
used in new units planned for construction between 1976 and 1985. Of the
30.4 million tons of utility coal contracted, 25.1 million tons are contracted
by utilities in Illinois, Indiana, Missouri, and Kentucky; the remaining
amount has been sold to utilities in other states including Florida, Oklahoma,
and Georgia (fig. 19). The Federal Power Commission (1977) data further show
that of the total 357.8 million tons of coal needed for new units, only 243.0
million tons or 67.9 percent has so far been contracted. The examination of
the data on coal demand not assured by contract (fig. 20) shows that in the
geographic region where currently more than 75 percent of the total coal used
by utilities is supplied from mines in the Illinois Basin, 14.5 million tons
of coal demand have not been assured by contracts. Also, in the region where
between 50 and 75 percent of the total coal currently being used by utilities
comes from mines in the Illinois Basin, 6.0 million tons of coal have not
been assured by contracts. In the region where currently between 25 and 50
percent of the total coal used is Illinois Basin coal, 14.6 million tons of
the demand have not been assured by contracts. In addition, in other regions
where some Illinois coal is currently being used or where potential markets for
Illinois Basin coal appear to exist, 41.5 million tons of coal demand have not
been contracted. The uncommitted 76.6 million tons of the electric utility
coal market in the regions where Illinois Basin coals are competitive with
other coals suggest that the demand for an additional 30 million tons per year
market for Illinois Basin coal can easily develop before 1985.
Illinois Basin
coal as percent of total
coal contracted
•:| 20-50
M <20
3.0 Contract for Illinois Basin coals
9.0 Total quantity assured by contract
Fig. 19 - Illinois Basin coal contracted for new utilities by state in
1985 (in million tons). (Source of data: Federal Power
Commission, 1977.)
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Ilinois Basin coal as percent
total coal used 1975
M >75 ^ 25-50
WM\ 50-75 MM <25
09 Amount not assured by contract
6.8 Total demand
Fig. 20 - Coal needs of new electric utility plants and amount not yet
assured by contract in 1985 (in million tons). (Source of
data: Federal Power Commission, 1977, and U.S. Bureau of
Mines, Annual Issues.)
Industrial Coal
The use of coal by industrial and manufacturing plants is likely to
continue to be the second largest market for Illinois Basin coals. Because
of the uncertainties involved, the size of market available to Illinois Basin
coals in 1985 is difficult to project. Using historic natural gas and coal
consumption trends as a guideline, the size of market that may be available
for industrial coal, by state, was estimated and from these estimates the size
of market that may be available to Illinois Basin coals was projected.
In developing projections for industrial coal markets for Illinois
Basin coals it was assumed that the manufacturing plants in Illinois, Indiana,
Missouri, Iowa, Wisconsin, Alabama, Michigan, Kentucky, Tennessee, and
Minnesota, which have traditionally received coal from the Illinois Basin for
the production of heat, would continue to do so in the future. The proportion
of total coal received from the Illinois Basin in Minnesota, Michigan, Iowa,
and Wisconsin, however, will probably further decline, but use of Illinois
Basin coals will increase considerably in the south and southeastern states.
The industrial coal market available to the Illinois Basin in 1985 is estimated
to increase to 17 million tons—about 6 million tons more than the amount
shipped in 1975 (table 28).
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TABLE 28 - POTENTIAL INDUSTRIAL COAL MARKETS FOR ILLINOIS BASIN COALS
(IN THOUSAND TONS)
Shipments
percent
from Illinois Basin
total coal used
Indust
111
rial coal demand
inois Basin coal
; for
s
State 1966 1975 1985
a 1975 1985a Change
Indiana 98 86 100 3,063 4,502 + 1,439
Illinois 100 81 100 2,831 4,750 + 1,919
Michigan 9 11 10 428 481 + 53
Wisconsin 89 37 30 680 682 + 2
Minnesota 68 6 71 - 71
Iowa 63 83 65 904 916 + 12
Missouri 49 98 100 1,474 1,900 + 426
Kentucky 92 32 90 375 1,430 + 1,055
Tennessee 49 22 50 341 795 + 454
Alabama 47 31 50 676 1,103 + 427
Others5 50 400 + 350
Total 10,893 16,959 + 6,066
aEstimated.
"Includes Florida, Georgia, Mississippi, Louisiana, Texas, Arkansas, and Oklahoma.
Illinois, Indiana, Missouri, Kentucky, and Alabama are projected to
continue to be the principal markets for industrial coal. The use of Illinois
Basin coal by industrial plants in Georgia, Florida, Mississippi, Arkansas,
Louisiana, and Texas is also projected to increase from 50,000 tons in 1975
to more than 400,000 tons in 1985 as plants using natural gas and fuel oil
convert to coal.
Coking Coal
The steel manufacturing companies are likely to continue to be the
third largest market served by Illinois Basin coals. The size of the market that
will be available to Illinois Basin coals for coke manufacturing depends upon
the amount of Illinois Basin coal the steel producers in the I 11 inois- Indiana
area are willing to use for manufacturing of coke. By 1985 the total coal used
by the steel producers in the Illinois-Indiana area is projected to increase
to over 21 million tons— approximately a 20 percent increase over the amount
used in 1975. A good quality of coke can be manufactured from a blend con-
taining from 50 to 75 percent of suitable Illinois Basin coals. At present only
30 percent of the total coal used by the steel producers in the Illinois-
Indiana area comes from mines in Illinois. As shown in table 29 the proportion
of total coal received from the Illinois Basin by steel plants in Illinois
and Indiana has been gradually increasing. If in 1985 about 40 percent of the
total coal used by steel plants in Illinois and Indiana comes from mines in the
Illinois Basin, 8.5 million tons will be needed.
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TABLE 29 - TRENDS IN THE USE OF ILLINOIS BASIN COALS
BY STEEL PLANTS IN ILLINOIS AND INDIANAa
Coal carbonized
(thousand tons) Shipments
from mines
Illinois Basin
Percent total
from
Illinois BasinYear Illinois Indiana Total
1961 2,703 10,843 13,546 725 5.35
1962 2,846 10,107 12,953 941 7.26
1963 2,769 10,836 13,605 1,262 9.28
1964 3,367 11,742 15,109 1,287 8.52
1965 3,607 11,997 15,604 1,463 9.38
1966 3,693 12,113 15,806 1,863 11.79
1967 3,422 11,871 15,293 1,961 12.82
1968 3,083 11,641 14,724 2,454 16.67
1969 3,672 11,724 15,396 3,392 22.03
1970 3,666 13,071 16,737 4,675 27.93
1971 3,371 11,456 14,827 3,839 25.89
1972 3,243 13,799 17,042 4,280 25.11
1973 2,968 13,605 16,573 4,438 26.78
1974 3,100 13,609 16,709 4,652 27.84
1975 3,094 14,072 17,166 4,269 24.87
1985b 3,800 17,400 21,200 8,500 40.00
aSource of data:
^Estimated.
U.S.B.M., 1956-1976, andU.S.B.M., 1961-1975.
Some Illinois Basin coking coals may also be used in other places
besides Illinois and Indiana. In Mexico, for example, where some coking coal
from Illinois is already being used, demand may further expand to reach a level
of 1 million tons per year by 1985. In spite of all these increases in use,
the total potential coking coal market available to Illinois Basin coals in
1985 is not likely to exceed 10 million tons.
Synthetic Fuels
Within the Illinois Basin several major mining companies have acquired
coal reserves for the production of synthetic fuels. These companies along
with other major coal reserves owners are closely watching developments in the
production of synthetic fuels. Construction of several demonstration plants
has been announced, and several others are being considered. Even though the
commercialization of synthetic fuels from coal is not likely to begin much
before 1985, the construction of several demonstration plants in the Illinois
Basin can easily create an additional need for 3 or more million tons of coal
by 1985 for synthetic fuels.
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Total Markets
In summary, the potential markets estimated to develop for coals
from the Illinois Basin during the next decade, 1975 to 1985, are indicated
in table 30.
TABLE 30 - POTENTIAL MARKETS FOR ILLINOIS BASIN COAL DURING 1975 TO 1985
Actual
1975
Projected
1985 Change
in million tons
Electric utilities
Industrial and other
Coke and gas plants
Retail
Synthetic fuels
Total
125
11
4
1
141
185
17
10
3
215
+ 60
+ 6
+ 6
- 1
+ 3
+ 74
MINE CAPACITY EXPANSION POTENTIALS
Demand for Illinois Basin coal as estimated could increase from the
1975 consumption level of 141 million tons to about 215 million tons— a 52 per-
cent increase. Over 80 percent of the additional coal estimated to be needed
in 1985 will be used for electric power generation, about 8 percent for manu-
facturing, and the rest for synthetic fuels.
In order to supply the required 215 million tons of coal projected
for 1985, the coal mine capacity will have to be increased from the present
estimated capacity level of 160 million tons per year to almost 225 million
tons per year by 1985 (table 31). According to the survey conducted by the
National Coal Association (NCA) (1976) the coal industry plans to construct
89 million tons of new mine capacity in the Illinois Basin by 1985. A similar
survey made by the ICF Inc. (1976) reported industry plans to construct 46.2
million tons of new mine capacity in the Illinois Basin by 1985. About 42
million tons of existing mine capacity will be lost due to depletion by 1985.
Therefore the net capacity in 1985 will be 164 million tons, according to
ICF estimates, or 207 million tons, according to NCA estimates. This suggests
that if increase in demand as projected does develop, the industry's already
planned new capacity will not be sufficient to meet the demand; therefore
several new mines, in addition to ones already announced, may have to be con-
structed before 1985.
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TABLE 31 - POTENTIAL FOR MINE CAPACITY EXPANSION
IN THE ILLINOIS BASIN (IN MILLION TONS)
PROJECTED COAL DEMAND IN 1985 215.0
At a 95 percent capacity utilization rate
total mine capacity needed 225.0
COAL MINING CAPACITY PLANNED TO BE CONSTRUCTED BY 1985
National Coal Association's 1976 Survey estimate3
Illinois 47.3
Indiana 18.6
West Kentucky 23. b
Total 88.9
ICF, Inc., May 1976, Capacity Survey estimate
Illinois 30.5
Indiana 7.4
West Kentucky 8.3
Total 46.2
TOTAL CAPACITY AVAILABLE IN 1985
Estimated mining capacity available
at the end of 1975 160.0
Projected loss of mining capacity due to
depletion during 1975-1985 42.0
Balance 118.0
Estimated capacity available in 1985 based on
NCA's capacity estimate 207.0
ICF's capacity estimate 164.0
ADDITIONAL NEW CAPACITY EXPANSION POTENTIAL
1975-1985 18-61
aNational Coal Association, 1976.
"Estimated by assuming at least 50 percent of the total
projected, 45.1 million tons new capacity in Kentucky
would be located in the western part of the state.
C ICF, 1976.
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SUMMARY
Markets currently served by coals produced from the Illinois Basin
states include electric utilities, industrial and manufacturing plants, coke
and gas plants, and retail dealers. In 1975, 141 million tons of coal were
shipped from mines in the Illinois Basin. Of this amount 88.4 percent went
to electric utilities, 7.8 percent to manufacturing and industrial plants,
3.1 percent to coke and gas plants, and 0.7 percent to retail dealers. Within
the past decade, 1966 to 1975, shipments of coal from the Illinois Basin for
utility use have increased 35.3 percent and shipments of coal for coke manu-
facturing have increased about 94 percent. During this period the use of coal
by railroads and for retail sales has declined substantially.
The U.S. demand for coal in 1985 is projected to increase to over
1 billion tons. An examination of the projected increase in demand for coal
shows that in the near future a substantial increase in the use of coal is
likely to occur in regions close to the Illinois Basin. Several of these
regions are already shipping in coals from the Illinois Basin. At present,
due to high sulfur content of most coal produced in the Illinois Basin, the
markets available to Illinois Basin coals are somewhat limited. Recent reports
on the status of flue gas desulfurization technology, however, suggest that,
in spite of several unresolved problems, utilities are planning to install
desulfurization technology, and it is estimated that by 1980 approximately
35,000 Mw capacity (15 percent of the total coal -based generating capacity
estimated to be available in 1980) will use desulfurization technology.
Examination of low sulfur coal reserves data further suggests that in the
very near future availability of compliance coal at relatively low costs may
become a problem. The location of Illinois Basin coals near the area where
coal demand is projected to increase is bound to result in expanded markets
for Illinois Basin coals.
It is estimated that demand for coal from Illinois Basin states will
increase from the current level, 141 million tons in 1975, to more than 215 million
tons in 1985. The demand for Illinois Basin coals may be substantially higher
than this estimate if several plants presently planned to be nuclear are con-
verted to coal or if the western coal development is considerably slowed. On
the other hand the demand may be considerably reduced if the flue gas desulfuri-
zation technology, as projected, is not developed in time or the technology
developed is too expensive to use.
Of the total 215 million tons projected demand for coal from the
Illinois Basin states, it is estimated that 185 million tons will be used by the
electric utilities, 17 million tons by industrial and manufacturing plants to
produce heat and power, and 10 million tons by the steel industry to manufacture
coke; about 3 million tons will be used to produce synthetic fuels.
Opening of several new mines in the Illinois Basin has already been
announced, and opening of several additional new mines is being planned. It
appears that if the increase in demand as projected, 215 million tons in 1985,
does develop, the industry's already planned or announced new capacity will not
be sufficient to meet the demand; therefore, several new mines, in addition to
ones already planned or announced, may have to be constructed before 1985.
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